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CHAPTEH I
■1
CHAPTER I - INTRCPWOTIOR
*=#)* * ''t f .l'Yi $*iTiÿafwOWMaFW*çiAv "i f  Tf (fHr«îtiSa*^»$iïce=J^
1. V'IKÎTSES  ^ ' .
111* Historical Baclcgl^ound.
In the first twenty years of the. 20th Century, agents 
were discovered which infected plante, animals or haoteria, 
which were smaller than haoteria and required a host hell 
within which to multiply# These agents became known as 
viruses. A commonly observed feature of virus infection ■ 
was the destruction or alteration of appearance of the celle 
of the host and this, of course, is the cause of the ’ 
pathogenicity of many of the human viral, diseases? the 
severity and frequency of occurrence of these have always 
been strong incentives for investigation of the nature of 
viruses and their growth*
The first major breaktiu'oagh in determining the chemical 
nature of virùseB caime in 1935, when Stanley crystallised 
tobacco mosaic virus and showed that it contained only 
protein and a email amount of HMA (Stanley, 1935)® On the 
other hand, examination of bacterial viruses (bacteriophages) 
had revealed that they, although also nuoleoproteins '
(Sohlesinger, 1936), contained DBA and also, possessed a more 
complex morphology. Analysis of animal viruses reveale d 
that both DMA- and HHA-ooîiteiining types existed, and it 
gradually emerged that- viruses differed from othear organisms
2in possessing on].y one type of nucleic acid»
Within the last two decades, applloation of bio- 
chemical techniques to the study of virus-infeeted cells 
has led to tremendous advances in the knowledge and 
unde I'standing of the processes of viral multiplication, 
and those in turn have contributed suhatantially to an 
understanding of the molecular mechanisms ope ira ting in 
living cells# Cohen (1963) Butae up the situation when 
he declares that, ’’Virology has emerged*##*# as a major 
approach to the study of the physiology and genetics of 
the synthesis of epeoifio proteins and nucleic acids#”
1#2# Obaraoteristics of Viruses#
When viruses ax'e considered as organisms, the 
fundamental question of whether they are ”3,iving” or 
’’non-living” has often been raised in view of the seeming 
inertness of the virus particle® This knotty problem has 
been gradually reduced to one of semantics as knowledge of 
the fundamental processes involved in virus growth has 
increased, and as it. has been realised that viruses are 
extremely efficient parasites v/hioh use the metabolic 
oa%)àbility of the invaded cell in order to synthesise the 
components of the progeny virus# The so-called ”inertness” 
of viruses is true only of the mature virus state which is 
analogous, in certain respecte, to the spore state in other 
micro-organisms# The almost frantic rate at which
3bxocbemical processes take place during the vegetative 
state of many viruses, especially haoteriophages, could 
Boaroely he called inert!
In order to distinguish viruses from non^viruses,
Lv/off (1953) proposed the following disoriminatory 
characteristics s-
(i) Viruses possess only one type of imoleip acid, either 
HNA or T)HA| other infeotiouB agents possess both types#
(ii) Viruses are reproduced solely-from their nucleic acid? 
other agents are reproduced from the integrated stoim of their 
constituents•
(ill) Viruses are unable to grow (as distinct from Bitiltiply) 
and to undergo binary fission*
Later, he added another tv o criteria (Lwoff, 1957) S'-
(iv) Viruses do not possess the genetic information for 
the synthesis of an energy-producing system#
(v) Viruses make use of the ribosom s of their host oells# 
Viral nucleic acids are either single- or double-
stranded, all four possible types having been described 
(Table I.l)* An increasing number have been isolated as 
single molecules, and it seems likely that this is a 
universal feature of viral, if not all, chromosomes (Josse 
and ïklgner, 1966? Thomas and MaoHattie, 1967)#
The viral nucleic acid is surrounded by one or two coats 
The first and invariable coat is called the oapsid and 
comprises protein subunits or oapsomeres surrounding the
4Table I.l,
Types of Nuo'ieio Acid Found in Animal Viruses*
Type of
nuoleio
acid
Number
of
strands
Glass of 
V iruB
:rna
HKA
M A  
-DN A
OTA
OTA
one
one
one
two
one
two
two
two
two
Pioornavirus
Arboviruo
Myxovirus
Heovirus
:» e a *  « n  m**
not named
Papovayirus 
Adenovirus
Herpesvirus
Poxvirus
Poliovirus 
Somlilci forest 
influenza 
reovirus^
ÎCilham g
rat virus
3polyoma
. ,s4(numerioal )
I
he rp es 5 s impl ©3$
, . 6vaccinia
References :
1) Gomatosj P.J. and Tamm,
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
49,707(1963)
I., PrOG.lTat.Acad.Sci.,
J .Miller Whalley, personal conimunioation*
Grav/ford, M  Virology, Ig,*279(1963)
Green, M« and Pina,M., Virology^20/199(1963)
Bussell, W*G* and Crawford, L.V.^ Virology,21,353(1963) 
Joklik.V/.K., J.Mol,Biol.,5,265(1962).
sviral nuoleio acicU The number of oapsomeres is constant 
for a given virus and the symmetry of the capsid may be 
helical or cubico The viral nucleic acid plus capsid 
is termed the nuoleocapsid and this may exist in naked 
or enveloped form# The second coat or envelope is termed 
the peglos^ and may be composed of viral and/or host cell 
material#
Various schemes of classification of viruses have been 
proposed (iwoff, 1966)* For example, the system devised 
by Lv/off, Horne and Tour nier (1962) uses the following 
’’essential integrants”
(i) Type of genetic materials RFA or DHA
(ii) Symmetry of virion; helical, cubic or binal*
(iii)ïïucleooapBidÎ naked or enveloped#
(iv) Quantitative datas
helical -4 diameter of nuoleocapsid 
cubic - number of oapsomeres#
At the present state of knowledge, however, such attempts 
at classifioation are necessarily preliminary#
1*3® of Viruses*
The time course of viral infection may be divided into 
three stagess-
(i) adsorption and penetration of the virus particle 
into the host cell?
(ii) a latent or eclipse phase duaring v/hioh no infective 
virus can be detected?
(ill) release of mature virus particles from the cell*
The oharaoteristics of the first and third stages 
vary considerably* from virus to virus and host to host, 
while the second, although ”in eclipse” as judged hy the 
level of infective virus, is,.in fact, a turmoil of 
hi0synthetic activity in which considerable generality can 
he disocï^ned irrespective of the iparticular characteristios 
of host or virus.
During the eclipse phase, the follov/ing events must 
take place
(i) the virus loses its protein coat (unoeating)?
(ii) the viral DHA is transorihed and, the résultant
messenger RNA (or viral EHA) translated into virus- 
specified ” early” proteins necessary for *-
(lii) the replication of viral nucleic acid ;
(iv) o further phase of transcription from progeny and/or
parental nuoleio acid takes place, leading to -
(v) the synthesis of ’’late” virus-specified proteins 
which include protein(s) of the viral coat;
(vi) n,BBembly of the viral particle (maturation) *
The eclipse phase is the period most intensively
studied from a biochemical viewpoint, ;and further des­
cription of "DHA virus multiplication will be found in 
Section 3 of this Chapter* The information on EHA viruses 
is voluminous and will not be dealt with here*
1*4# DHA Viruses,
1,4.1» Bacterial DHA viruses *
Many diverse DHA-containing viruses have been 
described which infect animal or bacterial cells, although 
none has so far been discovered which infects plants,
The DNA virus-host cell interaction which was first 
examined and which has continued to be the most favoured 
exneri#cntal system is Escherichia noli Infected with 
bacteriophages of the T-eeries® Seven of these have been 
described (T1-T7)? the closely-related 12 and T4 are un­
doubtedly the DHA viruses which are best understood in 
molecular terme.
Virulent bacteriophages are those which have only one 
mode of interaction with the host cell, namely, one which 
leads to the multiplication of the virus and the eventual 
lysis of the host cell, with ooneomitant release of mature 
progeny virus particles# Two Glasses have been described 
(Whitfield, 1962), the autonomous virulent (e.g. the T-even 
and 15 bacteriophages) \7hich bring about the rapid des­
truction of the bacterial genome, and the dependent virulent 
phages (e.g. 11, T3 and 17) which allow bacterial metabolism 
to continue for a time and Indeed may require the integrity 
of the. bacterial genome.
Another virus which has been the subject of intense 
experimentation ie the temperate baotex’iophago a of Esoh.ooli
^     ' I --ft — .
8In contrast to the virulent bacteriophages, v/hioh can only 
interact with a cell so as to cause its lysis at the time 
of release of progeny virus particles, the temperate 
bacteriophages have the alternatives of initiating a lytic 
infectious cycle or of lysogenising the bacterial host.
In the lysogenio state, the bacterium'carries the genome 
of the virus in a latent condition (prophage) which is 
located at a spécifie site on, and multiplies along with 
the bacterial genome until some stimulus induces the 
vegetative state# The bacteriophage genome then expresses 
itself autonomously by initiating virus production and 
eventually causing lysis of the host cell#
One other class of IITA bacteriophages worthy of note 
are the small viruses containing single-stranded DNA 
(molecular weight of DHA, 1#6x1q 6 daltons), the first 
observed and most extensively studied of which is 174, 
infecting; hsch.ooli# The discovery of this virus was the 
first observation of naturally-occurx'ing, single-stranded 
DHA 0
1.4,2# Animal DHA Viruses#
DHA Viruses infecting animal cells display a diversity 
comparable with that of the DHA bacteriophages* Their size 
range is large ? they multiply in the nucleus (herpes$ adeno 
and papovaviruses) or the cyvoplaom (poxviruses) of the host 
cell? the majority contain double-stranded DHA, but, in a 
few oases (e#g# Kilhara rat virus and the minute vixus of mice)
9the DNA is probably in the singe-stranded configuration*
In addition to these varied characteristios, animal viruses 
seem to be divisible into two categories, in many ways 
analogous to those of the virxi],ent and temperate bacterio­
phages.
Many animal DNA viruses are invariably virulent, e.g.■ 
the herpes and poxvirus groups and many .members of the 
adenovirus group, but, in no case has marked destruction 
of the host genome been demonstrated. At the same time, .
no definite dependence on the integrity of the host cell 
genome has been shown and, indeed, the capacity of oells 
to support the growth of herpes and pseudo-rabies viruses 
is highly resistant to radiation (Powell, 1959? Kaplan, 1962), 
suggesting that these at least are autonomous.
The other class af animal DNA viruses is somewhat 
analogous to the temperate bacteriophageu; in .that the 
interaction of virus and cell can lead to a state other than 
oytooidal mu 111 p 11 oation of virus, Yirxises of this type, 
termed moderate by Dulbecoo (1965), include the papovaviruses 
and certain members of the human adenovirus g;roup. v/hen 
these viruses infect a cell, they can either multiply and 
cause cell lysis or else enter a latent state in which 
infective virus disappears and the viral genome may become 
associated with the host cell, v/hile the cell becomes trans­
formed or cancerous and virus-speoific antigens appear.
Unlike lysogenio bacteria, transformed animai, oells only
1 "Lf
rarely produce virue if at all (Gerber^ 1966) • Sieae 
oncogenio viruaea are moatly of email the papova
viruèea have PHA molecular v/eights in the range 3-5%10^ 
daltona^ the oncogenic adenovirueee about 20x10^ daltone#
Ihua^ by virtue-of their emailer oonteat of genetic material,, 
these viruses ai^ e inevitably more dependent,during Taultiplicat- 
ionyon the metabolic processes of the host cell than are the 
larger, virulent viruses.
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2*1* Primary Structure of DNA*
2,1«1. The ohemioal nature of DMA.
DE A is a lineaa" heteropolymor whose monomers are
purine and py rirai dine d e oxy r ib onu ol eo tides. The backbone
of the chain comprises alternating 2-D-deoxyribose and
phosphate .residues, joined by 3% 5^-x>hosphodiester linkages . .
(figure 1,2,)• The absence of a 2^-hydroxyl group prevents
the formation of 2*,3*-oyolic luonophosphates, as, for example,
happens when HN.A is exposed to alkaline conditions, Stability
of the x^rimaxy structure of DEA to alkali is a feature which
has long: been used to distinguish the two types of nucleic
acid* It is the basis of 3‘aethods such as that of Schmidt
*
and Thaimhauser (1945) by means of which tissues may be 
analysed for their DNA and PJIA contents*
The nitrogenous bases, which- are nomally adenine and
iFigure 1*2
Structure of DMA
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gaanine (purines) and cytosine and thymine (pyrimidines) 
are hound to oarhon-1 of deoxyrlhose through their nitrogen-^9 
and nltrogen-l atoms respectively# Various other hases have 
hoen detected In DHA# These include?-
I
(i) 5-methyl cytosine* v/hioh occurs to the extent of a
few per cent in animal? haoterial and plant DMAs ;
I I
(11) 6-methyl aiulnopurine (6-methyl adenine ) ? which
occurs in small amounts in haotpriai and 'bacteriophage DNAs; 
(ill) 5 - -hyclroxymethylcytosine? which completely replaces 
cytosine in the IMK of the T-evon haotferiophages (V/yatt and 
Cohen, 1953)*
(iv) 5^-hydroxymethyluraoil? which completely replaces 
thymine in the DMA of the 'bacteriophage SP8 of Bacillus 
suhtilis (Kalien et al* ? 1962),
(v) TJracllg Which completely replaces thymine in the 
DMA of the 'bacteriophage PBS8 of B* euhtllis (Takahashi and 
Marmur? 1963)#
The hacterlophage W A b containing these unusual hases 
(iii-v) also contain glucose? hut only in the case of the 
T-even l;aoteriophages is it directly attached to the unusual 
hase»
Chemical or enzymic hydrolysis of DMA, followed hy 
chromâtogra'phlo analysis? gives its hase composition*.
Certain quantitative relationships exist among the four bases?
(a) the molar ratios of adenine to thymine and of guanine
to cytosine are unity? (i,e* A $= T? G c 0)?
(b) the sum of the purine bases equals the sum of the 
pyrimidine bases? (1 .e* A-hO—Gh-T) |
(o) The number of 6-amino groups equals the nuraber of 
6-keto groups? (i$e. A-i-G^ G-^ -T) ^ (Ghargaff ? 1955) *
Equation, (a) is the fundamental one? (b) and (o) follow from 
it* Recognition of these equalities contributed towards the 
development of the doixble-helioal structure of DMA (Watson 
and Crick? 1953)» In addition? the description of DMA 
preparations in terms of their percentage content of has 
been very useful# (e*g, herpes virus DMA, (Dt'O 68f » A^T^16fj*
Gg^ Or34i'f Russell and Crawford? (1964) ) ^
2*1*2# Analysis of the primary structure of DMA.
The primary structure of a macromole ouie is the linear 
sequence of the monomeric units* In protein chemistry? 
techniques have been, developed which permit the deterirdnation 
of the amino acid sequence of polypeptide chains of moderate 
sise# Here? the problem is one of an alphabet of twenty and 
words of a few hundred letters; with the nucleic acids? the 
alphabet has shrunk to four and the length of words increased 
to many thousands of letters! Although the nucleotide 
sequences of some tranefer-HHAs (e * g * Holley et al*, 1965) and
and of 50 HHA (Brownlee *pt al*? 1967) have been determined, it
would seem that current techniques arê near their limit and 
sequence determination of larger polynucleotides is some way 
off? (Review by Burton? 1965)*
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The picture is not one of unmitigated gloom? however?
as several methods exist v/hioh give some information on the
primary structure of 'DMA. These fall into two categories
(i) Methods involving enssymio or chemical degradation 
Ol I e
If DHA can he degraded in some specific way? then the 
olig0nucl001id0s prodiiced can he analysed and the frequency 
of occurrence of particular nucleotide sequences can he 
measured. Ensymio hydrolysis has not heen widely used 
because highly hond-£îpeoif io DMases have not yet he on 
discovered (laskowski? 1967)? hut acidic hycli'olysis ? which 
produces pyrimidine clusters? hydrazinolysis? which %)roduoes 
xmrine olxiotera? and degradation with OsO/], have yielded 
useful information (Burton? 1965? Burton et al$? 1963?
Ftucincr et al * ? 1966)
(11) Methods involving enzymic synthesis on a DEA template.
The DEA polymerase of Esoh*ooli catalyses the synthesis 
of DMA from the four deoxyrihonucleoside 5 * -ti'iphosphates 
dATP? do TP; dOTP and dTTB when sup%)lied with a DE A “primer*^ 
(Koxvihergÿ 1961) ? (see Section 2.3*2)*, The haae composition 
of the synthesised material reflects that of the added primer 
because the latter acts as template for the production of a 
new DEA strand hy oompleraentaxy hase-pairing (see Section 
2*2.1.)6 Thus? analysis of the enzymic product sheds light 
on the primary structure of the template DEA. Josse? Kaiser
and ÎCornhex’g (1961) used this rationale in developing the 
technique of nearest neighbour frequenoy analysis of DMA 
(Figure 1*3*)»
Basically, this method involves use of the DNA to be 
analysed in a DMA polymerase réaction in which only one of 
the four triphosphates is labelled with P in theo(-phosphate 
position? (e.g. dATP)# Subsequent hydrolysis of the product 
to 3'-monophosphates effects the transfer of the 32p phosphate 
from the deoxyadenosine residue to its neeirest neighbour 
nucleoside on the 5^-side. Isolation of the four 3*™* 
monophosphates and assay of each for radioactivity gives the 
proportion of each nucleoside neighbouring deoxyadenosine? 
which is related to the frequency of the dinuoleotides ApA,
Op A? Op A and Tp/u Repetition with the other three tri-- 
phosphates labelled in turn gives the complete analysis 
(see Chapter III, Oeotion 2#)«
Another method of this type? which has not been widely 
exploited so far depends on the ability of Escli.coli DMA 
polymerase to incorporate ribonucleotides into a DMA strand 
in the presence of (Berg et al.? 1963)* This
introduces allcali--labile bonds into the polynucleotide 
product. If? for example, DMA is incubated with DMA 
polymerase in the presence of dATP, dGTP? dTT'P andQ^ 
and the product hydrolysed with alkali? oligonucleotides of 
composition (dXp)^pOp wi3,.l be produced? with the phosphate 
on the 5 * -'Side of the 0 residue labelled and that on the 3^  
side labelled only if its neighbour was another 0 residue*
Pigtire I«3
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Measurement of the ratio of phosphatase-sensitive to total 
radioactivity for a aeries of isolated oligonucleotideB 
gives information on the frequency of occurrence of certain 
sequences (e.g. YpGpG in the above case)* This method has 
been used for the analysis of the 'DÏÏA component of cytochrome 
bp (Jackson et al*, 1965) and is clearly capable of con- 
s id e I' abl e dev el opme n t.
2.2* The Secondary Structure of
2*2.1* The Vlatson-Orick model*
Once the main features of the %)rimary structure of DMA 
had been elucidated? the way lay open to use the powerful 
technique of x-ray diffraction to obtain information on 
precise etereochemical arrangements of the constituent 
atomso The data arising from these studies allowed Watson 
and Griok (1953) to px'oposo a double-helical sinmoture for 
DMA*
Their model accommodates both the x-ray diffraction 
data and the observed quantitative relationships between 
the bases? and has the following basic features (Figure 1.4») 
(1) two right-handed, helical -polynuoleotide chains? 
coiled on the same axis;
(ii) the diameter of the helices is 20A and the pitch 
34A (equivalent to about 10 nucleotide pairs per turn);
(ill) the polynucleotide chains are antiparallel;
(iv) the bases lie normal to the long axis and are
Pigur© 1.40 
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arranged speoifioally? so that A in one strand pairs hy
hydrogen bonding only with T in the other stand? and like-
Y’/ise G Y/ith C? (Figure 1*50®
(v) the diameter of the double helix is constant? because
all pairs are %mrine-'i)yrimidine ;
(vi) the deoxyribose-phoBphate chains lie on the outside 
of the chains vjith alternate v/ide and narroY/ grooves between 
the helices (Figure I,4*)«
The Watson-Oriok mod el for the secondary structure of 
DMA has gained virtually universal acceptance and!has proved 
an extremely fruitful one for modern biologists, implying as 
it do es a mechanism for DMA replication, and? follov/ing the 
discovery of an RNA species complementary to DMA (Vo3dcin 
and Astrachan? 1956)? a mechanism for gene expression. 
Although the model has remained basically unchanged? some 
imp0%'tant refinements have been made* The X.-^ ray studies 
of Wilkins and his colleagues revealed that ttoee configura­
tions of the DMA fibre are possible? with different pitches 
and different numbers of nuoleotides per turn. In addition, 
recent vmrk (DeVoe and Tinooo? 1965) has shown that although 
hydrogen bonding between base pairs gives the speoificity 
of chain interaction? it is probably the stacking of the 
bases which is chiefly responsible for maintaining the 
double helix-?
3  0
Figure I «5®
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2.2.2, Molecular v/eight of DR A and aspects of
DMA otruotui' 0 in vivo«
Both the solution properties and the ultraoentrifugal 
properties of DÏÏA have been used to determine its molecular 
weight/hut these methods^ while useful for oomparative 
purposes y do not yield absolute values* Use of an 
autoradiographic technique v/liioh gives a direct meastire of 
the nwaber of phosphorus atoms in a DMA without making any 
ass-umptions about its structure gave a molecular weight 
for 12 bacteriophage DMA of 130jflOxlO^ daltonse This 
provided a standard against which other methods could be 
calibrated (see Josso and Bigne%\ 1S)66)*
Autoradiography and electron microscopy have both been 
used to determine the length of DMA moleculesg and from this 
measurement) the molecular weight can be obtained) since the 
mass per unit length of the Ua salt of DMA from I-ray 
diff Inaction studies is 200 dal tons per A* Electron 
microscopy) in particular) has proved a useful technique 
which gives both the molecular weight and the degree of 
heterogeneity of a given DMA preparation*
When the aut oradi ogiraphi o technique mentioned above 
was applied to whole T2 virus particles, the same result 
was obtained as with isolated DMA, indicating that the DMA 
of the virus is a single m o l e c u l e T h e  same conclusion 
has been reached with several other DMA viruses, both bacterial 
and animal, and it suems likely that this is a general feature 
of vir'al nucleic acids* Other specific features of certain
2 2
bacteriophage DMAs are :
(i) the OQourronoe of Bingle*-atrand breaks in genetically 
fixed points on T5 DMA (Thomas^ 1966)o
(ii) the existence of the DMA of T2 and T4 as collections 
of circularly permuted molecules with terminal redTxndancy
( Th oma s, 196 6 | T h omas and If a cila ttie, 1967 ) *
Several viral DMAs have been isolated in circular 
forms* These include the single-stranded DNA of bacterio­
phage /fll?4 (Fiers and Sinsheimerj 1962) and the double- 
stranded DMA of the papovavirusea (Crawford, 1964| 1965)*
The DMAs of the latter group exist in a supercoiled form 
which is converted to a ring form by a sing3.e-strand break, 
and to a linear form by a double-^strand break* Bacterio­
phage ^  DMA can occur in a ’‘pseixdo-'-eircmlar^ ** foxti because 
of the oomplementary, single-sbranded xregions which exist 
at either end of the molecule (Hearshey et al*, 1963)» An 
ensyme has been detected in (Gellert, 196?) and j^urified from 
extracts of Bsch* coll (Defter et al*, 1967) v/hich will 
convert these ’^ pseudo-oi'rcles’* into covalent circular DMA.
Ifuoh less is knovm about i:;he state of the DMA of the 
chromosomes of animal cells and of the significance of the 
inteaxaotions between DMA and the histones and other proteins 
of the cell nucleus*
o2^3» Metabolism of DNA*
2*3*1# Synthesis.of nucleotide precursors*
The reactions invo3.ved in imoleotide synthesis can 
be divided into several groups (Figure 1*6*)
(i) Purine and pyrimidine bioByntîi3 bsb take place by way 
of the well'"established pathways from S-phosphoribosyl- 
pyrophosphate (PEPP) to IMP, and from aspartate to DM? 
respectively*
(ii) Ribonuoleotide oonversiona give rise to AMP and 
GÎ.ÎJ? from IMP, and to GÏP from IJTP,
(111) Phosphorylation of nuoleoside monophosphates to the .
Aft'WMhdM O'WnA''', illriMj,' h < w
di" and triphosphates is catalysed by various kinases* 
Other kinases exist which phosphorylata nucleosides to 
nucleotides* One of the most important of these is TdR 
kinase, an enzyme which increases markedly follow!ng 
infection of animal cells with many DNA viruses* Many 
phosphatases of varying; degrees of speoificity exist which 
carry out the reverse of these phosphorylations*
(iv) Riboimoleotide reduction occurs at the diphosphate 
level in mammalian cells and E8oh*coli* but at the tri- 
phosphate level in Ijaotobacillus leiehmanmi* It was 
believed that uridine nuoleotides were not reduced and 
that dUMP was produced from dOMP by dOI# deaminase, (iva) 
but it is now known that both pathways occur (Moore and 
Hurlbert, 1966)* Incorporation of dUTP into DNA, in
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Esch.coli at least, is prevented by the existence of a 
potent dlTTPose (Greenberg et al*,196,2) « ^ teKe4wTMessf7flQfc*GDi{* *
(v) dTMP synthesis is catalysed by the enzyme thymidylate
synthetase which methyl at es dUTO^ , in a reaction involving;
5 10H ,F ,™methylene tetrahydrofelate*
Alterations in nucleotide metabolism occur in virus-
infected cells (Section 3*)*
Many of the enzymic reactions of nucleotide synthesis
are ixnder the fine control of a negative feedback Bxechanism
in which an end product inhibits an enzyme on its own
synthetic pathway, e.g. AMP and GITP inhibit the first step
of puriaie synthesis, and dTTP inhibits TdB kinase, dCMP
deaminase and ribonucleotide reductase*
2.3*2* Synthesis of polydeoxyribonucleotidea.
All polydeoxyribonucleotide-syhthesizing enzymes
utilise deoxyribonucleosid e 5*--triphosphates as monomeric
units and the reaction catalysed involves nucleophilic
attack of a 3 --hydrokyl on the ol-phosphate of a triphosphate
residue to give formation of a3'? S'^^-phosphodi^ster bond
v/ith the release of pyrophosphate (Kornberg, 1961). This
reaction forms the basis of the assay method, which measures
radioactivity rendered acid-insoluble when the enzyme is
?incubated v/ith DMA, Mg"'^  and the four deoxyribonuoleoside 
5 *-triphosphates, one of which is radioaotively labelled « 
Enzyme s of th is type, calle d DM A p olymra ses (DMA 
nu01e01idy11ransforase, E .0 ,2*7 ,7 *7 *), have been detected
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in many systems - bacterial, animal, plant and DNA virus- 
infected cells, and also in DNA-oontaining sub-cellular 
components, e*g# mitochondria. The DMA polymerase act­
ivities from these sources have several features in common 
(Keir, 1965| Kornberg, 1967)î-
(i) a dependenoe on added OTA primer;
(ii) a requirement for the four 5^-triphosphates,
(dATP, dOTP, dG-Tl? and dTTP) for maximal activity;
(iii) the base composition of the synthesised material
is oorapleraenta3?y to that of the primer OTA.
A distinction has been drawn (Krakow et al., 1962) 
between the above tyi)G of polymerase activity, termed 
’’replicative*', and a homopOlymer-synthesising activity 
called the "teminal addition" reaction which requires 
only onetriphosphate. The role of the preformed OTA 
in these two reactions is worthy of comment. In the 
second case, the DNA acts simply as a "primer" or 
initiator for the polymerisation reaction; in the case 
of replicative DNA polymerase, the DNA must not only 
act as a "pri-ier", but also as a template on which the 
nevr strand is synthesised, by complementaxqy base pairing. 
Nou'-'primed synthesis of poly dAT and x>oly dGdO from the 
appropriate triphosphates occurs after a lag period with 
Esch.coli DNA nolymerase.
The best characterised DNA polymerases are those of 
Bsoh.coli (Richardson et al., 1954a) and calf thymus
2 ?
(Bollum, I960; Yoneda and Bolliuïi, 1965) | in these, and 
01heXRsystems, the DMA polymerase reaction and its pi^’oduets 
have been studied in some detail:. Use of the Bach .coll 
DNA polymerase for the nearest neigbboxir frequency analysis 
of DMA has already been mentioned (Section 2*1.2*)* The 
resu].ts obtained with this technique are consistent with 
a hydrogen-'boxided selection of incoming triphosphates with 
their complementary nucleotides on the template strand, and 
also with an anti-parallel alignment of the polynucleotide 
chains of DNA (Josso, Kaiser and Koimberg, 1961)* An 
examination of the replacement of the normal, four deoxy- 
ribonucleoside 5 *-triphosphates with unusual analogues 
which can form hydrogen bonds similar to the normal base 
which they resemble can be incorporated (Kornberg, 1961 )*
A discussion of the role of DNA polymerases in DNA rep­
lication in vivo will be foundin Section 2.4*2*
2*3*3* Degradation of DNA
The nucleic acids are susceptible to attack by a 
class of phosphodiesterases commonly termed nucleases*
Glaese enzymes are of widespread occurrence and show 
considerable diversity in their propertie s* The main 
features of the action of nucleases will be described as 
a basis for classification:-
(i) Specificity towards substrate*
1* non-Bpeoific - i*e* hydrolysing both DNA and ENA
s 3
■ 2. spGoifio " iie.hycli’Olysing either BHA or BRA.
(ii) Mode of attack on sxibstrate
T?ol,yriierio substrates can bo attacked by enzymes in 
two ways, by. endoXytic attack, i.e. at points v/ithin the 
polymer chain, or by exolytic attack, i.e. stepwise froTa
one end of the chain* Thus, two types of nuclease exist
1 . endP%olo^0s - v/hioh produce oligonucleotides, 
and rapid changes in physical properties (e.g. viscosity), 
of the nucleic acid.
2, exonuoleases - which produce mononucleotides and 
change the physical px*operties more slowly.
It should be noted that certai)! enzymes - miorococoal 
nuclease (da Meuron-landolt Euid Privât da Garilhe, 1964)
Bxid bacteriophage T5-”induoed DNase (Paul and Lehman, 1966) - 
seem to carry out both endo- and exonucleolytic attack.
(iii) Mode of phosphodiester bond cleavagc,
Unlike other polymeric substrates such as proteins and 
oarbol'iydrates, whose subunits can only be cleaved in one way, 
the pentose-phosphate backbone of the nucleic acids can be 
split in two ways, to form products bearing -
1 . 5’-phosphoryl groups, by hydrolysis of the bond
between the 3 ^^ hydroxyl and the phosphate, or
2. 3^-phoBphoryX groups, by hydrolysis of the bond
between the 5*""hydroxyl and the phosphate group*
(iv) Specificity towards secondary structure of substrate* 
Several nucleases have been described which show absolute
speoificity tovmrds (1 .) single- or (2 .) double-stranded
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nucleic acids. Others show a strong preference for one 
configuration (1 or 2) while others (3») attack both vdth 
similar facility*
These four criteria form the basis of a claasification 
of nucleases, so that pancreatic DNase, for example, would 
be described as 2 (D).1*1*3#, i.e. a DHA-speoifie endo­
nuclease, forming 5*-phosphoryl groups and showing no 
strong specificity towards secondary structure* Pancreatic 
HMase would be 2(H)*1 *2*1 . and snake venom phosphodiesterase 
i«. * 1. .
Other features of the action of nucleases include 
(i) existence of a limit to digestion; (ii) with 
exonuoleasea, the end of the polynucleotide chain at which 
attack is oommenoed; (iii) with endOnuoleases, preferential 
bond hydrolysis, e.g. of GpX— »Gp by HNase T%; (iv) scission 
of double-strand DNA by single-hit (e.g. spleen DNase) or 
multiple-hit (e.g.pancreatic DNase) kinetioB*
Although nuoleaBcs can be detected in practically every 
biological system their physiological roles are virtually 
unknown* Breakage of phosphodiester bonds probably occurs 
in processes such as reoombination and replication of super- 
coiled, circular DNA but the enzymes involved have not yet 
been defined.
2.3*4* Alteration of DNA.
Several mechanisms exist which can modify the structure
0 0
of whole DNA raoleouloe* Some of these are ohemlcal 
(e.g. the action of mutagens such as nitrous acid), some 
are physical (e.g. the formation of intra-chain thymine 
dimers hy ultraviolet light) hut only the enzyme-catalysed 
types will he dealt with here.
(i) Méthylation
Non-thymine methyl groups in DNA are added after 
formation of the DNA chain* The enzymes responsihle (DNA 
methylases) are found in animal, bacterial and bacteriophage- 
infected systems and cause the méthylation of cytosine 
(animal) or cytosine and adenine (bacterial) by the methyl 
donor, S™adenosylmethionine* The degree of méthylation of 
a given DNA seems to be determined by the speoificity of 
its homologous methylase, as the characteristic degree of 
méthylation of a DNA can be increased by use of a 
heterologous enzyme, (see Dorek and Srinivasan, 1966)®
( ii) Q lu c 0 sy 1 a t i on.
A proportion of the hydroxymethyloytoslne residues 
of the DNAs of the T-even baotex^iophages is gluoosylatcd 
by virus-induced enzymes which transfer glucose residues 
from IJDPglucose to form d- and p- gluoosyl and di-gluoosyl 
hydroxymethylcytosine. Again the nature and degree of the
gluooeylation depends on the glucos5?*ltraneferases induced 
(Kornbergÿ Zimierman and ICoraberg, 1961).
(iii) Terminal phosphate metabolism*
3 i
Enzymes have recently been detected which catalyse 
the addition and removal of terminal phosphate residues 
of nucleic acids* Richardson (1965) has described a 
bacteriophage T4— induced polynucleotide kinase which 
pfîdsphorylatea 5 *^ hydroxyl termini of nucleic acids, 
and more recently (v/eiss & Richardson, 1967) a complement­
ary enzyme which repairs single-strand breaks by joining 
3 *-hydroxy and 5 *-phosphoryl termini in a DHA duplex 
with single-atrand breaks. Other enzymes have been 
found which apeoifioally remove terminal phosphoryl 
3?esidiB s from DNA (Becker and Hurwitz, 1967) *
2.4. Replication of DNA,
2.4# 1, In vivo studies of DNA replication.
The double-helical DNA stfuoture and liechanism of rep­
lication -pDoposed by Watson and Crick (1953) px^ovided an 
excellent basis for experimentation on this problem. 
Convincing proof of the semi-oonsexvative mod e of DNA 
replication predicted by Watson and Crick came from the 
classic experiment of Meselson & .'Stahl (1958), in which 
DNA from Esch.coli grown in a "heavy" (N^5) medium and 
subsequently transferred to a "light" (N^ -^ ) medium was 
found to pass thorough a hybrid (TA5y%^14) state. This 
would not be predicted by a model which conserved the 
parental DNA molecule* The idea that the doub]e-helix, 
x^ athes? than the single chain, is the semi-oonserved unit 
.(Oavalieri and Rosenberg, 1962) now. has little support
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(Kornberg, 1967)#
The experiments of Meeelson and Weigle (X961) showed 
that the DNA of haoterlophage , replicates eemi-oonserva- 
tively as a whole unit and also that genetic recombinatIon 
odours by breakage and reunion of DMA duplexes# 
Demonstration of semi-^-ooneervative replication with T4 
bacteriophage (Kozinskij 1961) vme complicated by the fact ' 
that the semi-oonaerved DMA chains are much intermixed by 
the high frequency of recombination, and hybrid molecules 
can only be deteoted after fragmentat1on of the progeny
Another experiment of great signifioanoa is that of 
Cairns (1963) who examined the replication of the Each*coll 
chromosome by autoradiography# He showed that the Bsch»poli 
chromosome is circular and is replicated at a growing point 
whi eh -moves rounds the cirole produoiBg;-ffcwü: daughter circular 
double helloes. This v/ork showed the necessity for a 
swivel in a circular replicating chromosome and strikingly 
confirmed the unclireotional synthesis of DNA and the Y-shaped 
model of the replicating point#
2*4#2* The role of DMA polymerase in DNA replication.
’ Several problems arise in reconciling the observed 
properties of DNA polsnaerase - and the known features of 
DNA replication, ^
(i) The polymerases found in animal cells and those 
induced by‘bacteriophages utilise native DNA templates i
t i' ^
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at a much slower rate than donatur ed DNA, and the 
reaction stops at or before one replioatioxi. On the 
other hand, bacterial polymerases utilise both native 
and denatured DNA as template, and do not stop after 
one replication but perform up to twenty-fold synthesis 
of added DNA. These two types have been termed 
initiation- and termination-*defeotive res%)eotively 
(Bolltmi) 1966)*
(ii) Unidirectional replication of the antiparallel 
DNA chains also poses a problem# The observed enzymic 
reaction synthesises the chain growing from a 3 ^ -hydroxyl 
end, but what of the other, 5 *-hydroxyl chain? Two 
schemes have been proposed (Figure I#%) involving either 
(a) attack of the 3^-hydroxyl of the incoming ttri­
phosphate on a hypothetical 5 ^-triphosphate on the 
growing chain or (b) attack of a 5 * "-hydroxyl of a 
growing chain on a 3*-triphosphate* No evidence for 
these Reactions has yet been obtained with isolated 
enzymes (Nornberg, 1967), in fact, recent work on the 
distribution of p3^*-phosphatG in Esch,ooli DNA suggests 
that only 5’-phosphates are used as DNA precursors 
(Erica at al*, 1967)# Difficulties such as these have 
led some to suggest that these isolated enzymes catalyse 
"repair" of DNA (Hiohardson et al*« 1964b). while the 
real, DNA-^synthesising enzyme is as yet undetected* 
Perhaps a more realistic'viowT)Oint is that these
s 5-
isolated aotivities have been damaged in the process 
of'extraction from the DNA"*synthe si sing complex (see,
for example§ the model of Hiai and Sibatani (1964) )• 
Evidence supporting the latter viewpoint has come 
from a study of conditional lethal mutants of 14 and 15 
bacterionhage ’(de Waard et al*# 1965) which showed that 
certain'mutants defective in D M  synthesis failed to 
induce notmaï OTA polymerases* lhis_Bug^%ets that the 
isolated ensyme la essential for the synthesis of viral 
OTA* ■ Belated work on bacteriophage mutants (Speyer^ 
1965) has shorn-that fidelity of replication is decreased 
in bacteriophages with altered OTA polymerases, This 
implies.that OTA polymerase can have a mutagenic action 
and thus that it plays a part in selection of the correct 
incoming triphosphate (Freese and Freese, 196?)* The 
correlation between the mutagenic action of and the
defective action of OTA polymerase, in its presence (Berg, 
Fanoher & Ohambêrlin, 1963) supports this viev/*
3* BEPhlOATim OF OTA VIBUSES
3*1# Ot a  Bacteriophagese
Studies oh DMA bacteriophages, in particular the 
f-even bacterionhagee of beoh*coli* have been pursued with 
increasing intensity over the last two decades and knowledge 
has accumulated to such an extent that these are now the
r'1 e
organisms most precisely tinderstood in mole oui ar terms*
The understanding gained fsrom the examination of the 
hiochemioal and genetic processes of virus-infeoted 
bacteria has contributed significantly towards under-, 
standing these processes in more complex aystems and5 
more especiallyy has provided an extremely useful model 
for the M A  viruses of animal cells y the study of which 
is complicated by facta'* s both tcohnioal and biological*
The events occurx*ing following infection of Esoh*ooli 
by one of the T--even bacteriophages can be split into 
several stages v/hich m  11 facilitate a comparison between 
the situation in DMA bacteriophage and animal Æ h  virus- 
infected cells*
(i) Attachment and penetration
As the bacterial host is surrounded by a tough y oomx>lex 
coll wally the bacterial viruses possess an elaborate 
mechanism for overcoming this barrier* V/ork on this topic 
stems from the experiments of Harshey and Chase (1952) y who 
showed that v/hen bacteria were infected v/ith virus doubly- 
labelled in its protein and nucleic acidg the bulk of the 
OTA entered the oellsy while aliaost all the protein rem­
ained at the cell surface* This segregation of viral 
components is thought to occur as follows :-
Virus particles attach to specific sites on the 
bacterial cell wall by fibres at the end of the vi3?al
"tail"y whereupon viral lysosyme may weaken the cell 
wall allowing the viral OTA to he injeoted lengthv/ise from 
tte virus heady via the hollow tally into the host*
Injection is achieved hy contraction of the tally the 
energy for v;hich is supplied hy nuoleoside triphosphates 
in the virus particle*
(ii) Interaction with host cell metaholism,
«Tarait*
One of the first events observed following infection 
with an autonomous virulent baoteriophage (see Section 
1*4*1,) is a cessation of host OTAy RNA and %)roteiii 
synthesis and the destruction of the host OTA, The first 
process is independent of the second^ but the precise 
mechanism is not yet understood (Nomura et alo# 1962)p
' u*«4t7ivt-'ficiite»ïA»ÿ=^
It is not known vjhether host or virus-induced ensymes degrade 
the host OTAy but certain amber mutants of bacteriophage 
T4 fail to do so (V/ibergy 1966) in the non-pe3?missive host, 
suggesting the latter,
(iii) Synthesis of earlyy virus-specified proteins.
In order to express itself and divert the resources of 
the host to its own ends the viral genome ie transcribedy 
probably by host ENA polymerase, to produce virus-specified 
messenger BN A (Volkin? 1963) which associates v/ith pre­
formed host ribosomes (Brenner et al,* 1961) and is 
translated into the eai'ly virus-induoed proteins^ which 
include many enzymes of DNA synthesis (see Section 3*3*)*
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There la a sharp out-off of early protein synthesis 
durinp; DNA aynthesis (Flaks et al»* 1959)
(iv) Synthesis of viral DNA
The virus-induoed ensymes ensure the proviai on of 
the oorrect DNA pi'ecursors both from host DNA breakdovm 
and de novo synthesis .(e#g, by syrithesiaing 'd’HMCTI? arû 
degrading do TP) g replicate the parental DNA and gluoosy].ate 
the hydroxym.ethyloytosine residues of the progeny DNA 
moleoules. It has reoently been shown (I'hrankoly 1966 ) 
that the replicated foxmi of T4 DNA differs from the mature 
DNAj and Korri (1967) has found that maturation of vira].
DNA is sensitive to chlorampheniool and alow level of 
aotinomyoin D, Recombination of progeny DNA molecules 
by breaking and joining occurs during DNA synthesis 
(Kosinskiy 1961)y is probably also catalysed by viius- 
induced enzymesg since baoteriophageXunI ergoes genetic 
recombination normally in mutants of Esoh, coll defective 
in recombination (van der Putte and Rorschg 1967)*
(v) Synthesis of late via^ us-si-) coif led proteins»
About the time of cut-off of synthesis of early
proteins y a second round of virus-induced 'protein synthesis 
00 curs y leading to the px’oduotion of virus structural 
proteins and en^ymesj such as lysozyme and the DNA-" 
maturation factor# The failure of these proteins to 
appear when bacteria are infected with UV-irradiated virus
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(Sekiguchi' end Gohen^ 1964) whose DNA can be tranaoribed 
for the synthesis of early enzyme functions (Dirksen 
et al,* I960) but which cannot be replicated, suggests 
that transcription of the ENA for late proteins raay well 
be from progeny DNA, Indeed, from actinomyoin inhibition 
studies (Protass and Korn, 1966) it has been shomi that T4 
lyso^yme mRHA is synthesised late in the infectious cycle, 
The mechanism of this differential transcription of eaxAly 
and late functions.is not known,
(vi) Saturation and release of progeny virus,
While DNA synthesis continues, the molecules cf the 
pool of T^rogeny viral DNA are drawn at random and condensed 
into polyhedral bodies visible in the eleotron.miorosoope, 
The phage internal protein, one of the early virus-induced 
proteins, may play a part in this condensation, Dub- 
aequently, the protein oomponents of the virus head and 
tail are added in a stepwise inannex" to form thé mature 
Virus particles.
Release or mature virus from the infected cell occurs 
at the time of cell lysis and an impo.rtant factor in 
promoting this is the virus-induced lysoayme which is a 
general feature of bacteriophage infection. Virus mutante 
which do not induce lyso%yme are unable to lyso cells.
It should be pointed out that the brief outline pre­
sented above can only be applied in detail to the T-even
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'bacteriophages. The course of infections by other 
bacterial viruses which have been studied follow the same 
basic pattern, but can differ markedly in many features 
such as failure to degrade the host genome, induction of 
fewer enzymes, absence of or prosenoe of other unusual 
bases in the viral. MA, absence of gluoosy 1 ation, etc.
Many points of difference will doubtless be found as other 
viruses are studied in greater detail, but the fact remains 
that the T-even bacteriophage - Badh*,coli.. system has beoYi 
a most fruitful one and vdll continue to stimulate other 
r 01 a t e d f i el d s,
3*2, OTA-containing animal viruses,
L\yp*is*'âwts**sîÆi*i*«M^Tÿ:V«
The replication of animal OTA viruses will be described 
v/ith in the framework of the preceding section. Emphasis 
v/ill be placed on studies on the la.rger A^iruses with special 
reference to difference freom the bacteriophage model and 
areas of ignorance,
(i) Attachment and penetration.
The initial phase of animal DNA virus infection differs 
maxdcedly from the bacteriophage model in that specific, virus 
attachment sites probably do not exist and that the energy 
necessary, for penetration of the coll membrane comes, not 
from the virus particle, but from the pinocytotic mechanisms 
of the infected eel3. (Holmes and Watson, 1963)* Another 
major point of difference is that the vixrnis is released from 
the pinocytotic vesicle into the cytoplasm of the cell
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more or less intact| thus the protein coat has to he 
removed before the viral genome can express itself fully#
The imooating process has been studied intensively only 
in the case of vaccinia virus (lokllk, 1964)«
(ii) Interaction with host cell metabolism#
Following infection of animal cells with viruses of 
the herpes and pox groups, there is an inhibition of 
synthesis of host OTA, The mechanism for this inhibition 
is not clear; in the case of pseudorabies and herpesg 
protein synthesis is required (Ban-Porat and Kaplan, 19651 
Sauer et al*, 1964), while with vaccinia this does not seem 
to be BO (jolcLik and Becker, 1964) « Newton (1967) has 
recently presented evidence that a non-^ OTA. component of 
herpes virus is responsible for the inhibition of host cell 
DNA synthesis. Heat BHA and protein synthesis are also 
inhibited by these viruses (Hay et al#, 1966$ îloizman 
et al#, 19651 Hamada and E'aplan, 19651 SalzTiian et al*, 1964) * 
Marked degradation of the h os t DNA in viruB--inf acted animal 
celle has not been shown; the report that equine abortion 
virus infection caused degradation of host DNA (Bandall 
and Walker, 1964) has since been shown to be due to the 
presence of myconlasma (Randall et al,, 1965)
It is p OB Bible, however, that, at le ast in the case of 
the DNA viruses multiplying in the nucleus, a more subtle 
destruction may occur, as suggested by the chromatin margin-
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ation caused by infeotlon with herpes virus. The 
inhibition of host OTA synthesis may also be related to 
effects such as inhibition of mitosis (Stoker and Nev/ton, 
1959) and aberrations of chromosomes caused by herpes 
(Stich et al,, 1964), Joklik and Decker (1964) suggest 
that the agent of inhibition in the case of vaccinia may 
be a vi3:*al structural protein,
Gytocidal infection of cells by papovaviruses on the 
other hand, appears to stimulate host DNA synthesis (Vogt 
et al a n 1966$ Hatanaka and Dulbeooo, 1966) possib3.y because 
these small viruses are largely dependent on the host * s OTA 
s^aithetio capability for their ov/n replication. Sheinin 
(1965) and others, however, have observed a depression of 
host DNA synthesis following infection v/ith polyoma and 
Ben-3?orat, Goto and Kaplan (I966) have shov/n that the DNA 
made after polyoma infection is not normal cellular DNA 
but is labile end is degraded to material.porresponding to 
viral DNA in sij?/e« ’
(iii) Synthesis of early, virus-speoified proteins# 
Rapidly-labelled HNA has been detected following 
infection with vaccinia (Decker and Joklik, 1964? Salomon 
et al#g 1964) herpes (Hay et al*, 1966) and adenoviruses 
(Thomas and Green, 1966) and hybridisation studies have 
shown that it is virus-apecific# In view of the firmly- 
bound chromosomal location of HNA polymerase, the meohanism
4of transcription of the viral DNA is not clear and it 
is possible, that the virus riiay carry ah HKA polymeraso 
molecule* The observation (Kates and Mo/iuslan, 1967a), 
that transoi'iption starts before unoouting is complete 
is consistent v/ith this possibility, and the same authors 
have recently shovm that DNA*-primed RKA poly me rase can 
be detected in "go3?gs" of vaccinia virus (K'atos and 
MoAusian, 1967b)* On the other hand, the demonstration 
that animal cells have a heat-labile function necessary 
for the proliferation of cells and DNA viruses, but not 
‘RHA viruses (Ghaz'pure, 1965), suggests that the host coll 
BMA polymerase la used for some, at least, of the viral 
transcxûption.0 Whatever the source of enzyme, hov/evoxb 
IvTunyon and Kit (1966) have shoma that protein synthesis 
is not necessary for vaccinia-induced RHA synthesis*
The translation of virus-apecifio messenger RHA in 
the case of viruses multiplying in the nucleus raises 
the question of the location of prokeln. .s^ aathesis# 10 
it predominantly cytoplasmic, as in non-infccted oeUs? 
Recent experiments v/ith adenovirus 2 (Thomas and Green, 
1966), herpes (Sydiskis and Roizman, 3-966) and pseudo- 
rabies (fujiv/ara and Kaplan,1$67) suggest that it is, and 
that, in the latter case, at least, tgransfer of protein . 
from cytoplasm to nucleus occurs *
(iv) Synthesis of viral DHA.
U)
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V/hen the early enzymes have been made and the DNA 
preoiireors synthesised, replication of viral DNA proceeds 
semi-conservatively (Kaplan and BeiOTPorat, 1964)# Ho 
replicative forms of vira3. DNA have yet been detected 
and recombination, if it occurs, is probably muoh lees 
frequent than in the T-even bacterio'phages (Kaplan and 
Ben-Porat, 1964)# Since inhibitors of DNA precursor 
synthesis such as FUdH (Newton and Tarmii, 1959) and 
cytosine arabinoside (Levitt and Beokor, 1967) completely 
inhibit “animal viral DNA synthesis, virtually all the viral 
DNA pro GUI'S ore must oorae from de novo synthesis*
(v) Synthesis of late viral proteins.
As in the bacteriophage model, it is postulated 
that some of these functions are ..transcribed from progeny, 
rather than parental DNA* Evidence supporting this comes 
mainly from studies on the effects of INJdll and BlTdR.
EUdB, which prevents viral DNA synthe sis, prevented the 
formation of adenovii'us antigens (t jell en, 1962) and the 
...cut-off of vaccinia enzyme induction (lloAuslan and Kates, 
1966)* Plidlif which is incorporated into progeny DNA, 
rendering it defective, blocks enzyme cut-off (île Au si ah 
and Kates, 1966) and also loss of protein from pseudorabies 
infected cells (Kamiya et al*, 1965) although it did not 
prevent the production of herpes antigen (siminoff, 1964)#
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(vi) Maturation and release of progeny virus*
The assembly of mature animal virus seems to oocurr 
in a stepwise manner, but whereas with bhoteriophage, 90v 
of progeny OTA enters mature partic'les (Hershey, 1953)$ 
only a small proportioai (2Of or less) of progeny OTA is 
incorporated into animal viruses (Green, .1962; Ben-Porat 
and Kaplan, 1963; Russell et al®, 1964)* Virai protein 
is also made in excess | this overpi'o duct ion of viral 
components may be a gene;ral feature of animal OTA virus 
infection#
Mature virus is x^eleased at the time of oell lysis 
(e.g* vaccinia), but sometimes beforec In the case of 
herpes, electron miorosoopic studies have shown passage 
of the virus through nuclear and cell membranes without 
obstruction of the latter (Morgan et al*, 1959) and also 
transfer by cell-to-cell connections (Hoggan et alo, 1961). 
The leakage of protein from p s cud orab i e a-infe c t ed cells 
mentioned above, may be a symptom of avirus-incluced effect 
on the oell membrane comieoted with virus reloase*
3#3o Enzyme induction by OTA vii'uses*
30 3 1 0 Ba0tori013hages *
Cohen (1948) found that net -protein synthesis is 
unchanged following T2 infeotlon and IIe3?shey and colleagues 
(1954) showed that while 60-70^1 of the protein made late 
in the infectious process was incorporated inter mature 
virus, only a small proportion of 'Uhe early protein
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entG3?od the progeny* The function of this early virus- 
induced protein remained obscure until Flaks and Cohen 
(1959) and Kornberg, Timmerman, Kornberg and Josse (3-959) 
showed that bacteriophage infection caused a "virus- 
induced acquisition of metabolic functions"o Since then, 
more than a score of enzymes have been shown to be induced 
in Esoh* ooli by infection v/ith the T-even baoterionhages 
while other bacteriophages also induce a number of enzymes 
These enzymes have been described by Stent (1963) and 
reviewed by Cohen (1963)
For the present, furother mention will be made only 
of the OTA polymerases induced by bacteriophages T2 
(Aposhian and Kornberg, 1962) T4 (Lucas, 1965) and T5 
(Orr et al*, 1966), and of the studies on the structural
aw  ft# w  «w  ^  '
genes of the T4- and T5-induced polymerases (de Waard' 
et aloo 1965) @ The viruses inducing OTases ino3-ude X 
(Padding, 1966? Little, 1967), T2 (Oleson and Koorner, 
1964? Short and ICoerner, 1965? Bose and Hossal, 1964),
T4 (Weissbaoh and Korn, 1964), T5 (Paul and Lehman, 1966), 
T6 (stone and Burton 3.962) and bacteriophage SP3 of 
B.subtilie (Trilling and Aposhian, 1965)# The observed 
DNases are not ,nex3,essarily responsible for the degradation 
of host OTA (stone and Burton, 1962)* Mutants in genes 
46 and 47 of T4 have been shown to be defective in this■ 
function (Wiberg, 1966) although they cause dissolution 
of the bacterial nucleus*
â ?
3 * 2 0 2 * Animal viruaeb«
Increases in several enzyme activities have been 
observed following infection of animal cells with DNA 
viruses*
(i) TdR kinase increases after infection with herpes, 
pseudorabies, vaccinia, polyoma and 0740 viruses (ICeir, 
1968)* Several of the induoed increments have 
properties which differ from those of the non-infcotod 
cell and those of herpes and pseudorabies have been shown 
to differ Immunologioally (Klemperer et al«, 1967? Hamada 
et al*o 1966) from the enzymes in non-infected cells®
#ï-*v3
Kit and T>abbs (1965) have developed a strain of LM cells 
which has a very low level of TdK kinase# In these cells 
herx^GB and vaccinia viruses induce TdR kinases v/hioh differ 
from one another and from the host cell enzyme# Mutants 
ox herpes and vaccinia which have lost the ability to 
induce TdE kinase (Kit and Dubbd, 1964) grow noimially, 
suggesting that the enzyme is not essential for virus 
mul t Ipl i cat! on *
(ii) DMA polymerase increases after infection with 
herpes, pseudorabies, vaccinia and polyoma viruses and 
SV40 (Keir, 1968)» The enzymes induced by herpes 
(Keir et al® « 1966a) and vaccinia viruses (Jungwirth 
and Joklik, 1965) have propertin s different from and 
are immunologioally unrelated to those of non-infected 
oell8 (Keir et al., 1966b; Meigee and Miller, 1967).
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The pBeuclorahies-inciucsd DNA polymerase appears to he 
related to that found in non-infeoted rabbit kidney cells
(Hamada et al®, 1966)
(iii) DNase increases after infection with herpes (Feir 
and Gold, 196 3), peeudorables (Morrison and Keir, un­
published results), oowpox and vaccinia viruses (McAuslan, 
1965? Jungwirth and Joklik, 1965)® The DNase induced 
by herpes is cnsymically and immimologically different 
and separable from the DNase of non-infeoted cells 
(Morrison and Keir, 1966 ; 3.96?), while oowpox virus is
claimed to induce three DNases d if ferrent from those of the
host cell (Eron and MoAtislan, 1966) # The rep or t that 
equine abortion virus infection causes a 9-fold rise in 
DNase activity (Randall and Walker, 1954) remains to be 
Gonfirmod because of the presence cf mycoplasma in the 
cells used, (Randall et al., 1965)#
dTM3? kinase is increased after infection with pseudorabiea 
(Nohara and Ka%jlan, 1963) and herpes viruses (Newton, 1964). 
dCMP deaminase inc3?eases follovdnp; infection with polyoma 
(Hartwell et al», 1965) and hex're s vismses (McG-eooh and Keixu 
unpublished results)#
Aspartate transcabamylase (ATOase) is inox'cased 2-3-fold 
in cells infected with adenovirus 5 (Consigli and Ginsberg, 
1964); this was shovm to be due to a virus-induced 
activation of the host enzyme# The adenoviruses seem to
4differ from the other animal OTA viruses in that they 
do not appear to induce enzyme increases (Green et al*,
1964)9 although Ledinko, (1966) reports increases in 
TdH kinase and dGMP deaminase as well as ATOase*
The induction of enzymes hy animal OTA viruses 
and its significance has 'been 3?eviewed hy Green (1966) 
and Keir (1968) and will he further discussed in Chapter IV#
4# INFORMATION T'RANSFER IN BIOLOGICAIr SYSTEMS*
The work of hiochemists of the pre-1950 era estahlished 
proteins as the molecules of pre-eminent hiological im­
portance , hoth in structural and catalytic functions* The 
theoretical and practical basis for the study of enzymes 
had been 'laid and the composition and proteinaceous nature 
of many of those biologioal catalysts had been established* 
It was also appr'eciated that protein moleGu3.es comprised 
linear arrays of amino acids and that the specific 
catalytic functions of enzj^mes probably depended on the 
oo3?3:*eot arrangement of amino acids on the polypeptide 
chain* Methods of sequence determination were appi'oaohing 
the point when Sanger would determine the sequence of a 
small Tirotein and Perutz was pirobing the 3--dimensiona], 
structxr e of crystal3,ine haemoglobin hy means of K-ray 
diffraction®
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Thus, a student of proteins might have felt sure 
that he was investigating the key to the secrets of the 
cell# There was, however, one cloud on the horizon.
How were these specifio protein structures synthesised 
in the oeil and how were they propagated from genoration 
to generation? Genetic studies had shomi that the 
hereditary material of cells ares id ed in the chromosomes, 
and comprised a lineaar array of genes# Although the 
concept that each gene carried the information for the 
synthesis of one enzyme was evolving, the definition of 
the nature of the genetic material in molecular terms 
still lay in the Future#
The ordering of a sequence of amino acids “by enzymes 
was clearly imp r a o t i c a hie, as many enzymes would he needed 
for the synthesis of each %)rotein and mo are for their ovm 
synthesis etc* Thus, the concept developed of a template 
on which a %)rotein could he made using a small number of 
enzymes which would serve for the synthesis of other 
proteins on other templates® A series of template 
subunits on the gone, therefore, would serve both for the 
expression and the duplication of the gene#
What was the chemical nature of the template and its 
subunits? Protein chemists put fo:cv/ard their Candidate 
for the role, and with consid arable justification, since 
at the time no other seemed plausible# The nucleic 
acids had been analysed and their components identified, ■
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but, in ridding the purified nucleic acids of protein 
the analysts had destroyed the highly-polymerised nature 
of the former, and it was believed for many years that 
they wore tetranucleotides, patently quite unsuitable 
as the genetic material®
Use of lesF3 harsh methods in the isolation of DNA 
revealed its high molecular weight and the demonstration 
(Avery et al.,1944) that suoh DNA could carry permanent 
genetic characters from one bacterial cell to another 
(transformation) began to change this vievqpoint, although 
acceptance did not come overnight# The bacteriophage 
experiments of Hers hey and Ohsse (1953), the d oubl e -Ii e 1 i o al 
structure for DNA of Watson and Oriole (1953) ? with its 
implications for replication, and the demonstration of the 
infeotivity of sever a], viral DNAs have brought about 
virtually universal acceptance of DHA as the genetic 
material#
Once this had been accepted, it reiuained tobe shown 
how a sequence of nucleotides could define a sequence of 
amino acids in a protein molecule# The solution of this 
problem has been perhaps the outstanding achievement in 
the field of biology over the last fifteen years# Stent 
(1963) traces the development of the concept of the genetic 
code and the elucidation of the triplet nature of the 
"codon" from studies on the fine genetic mapping of
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bacteriophage mutants# He also deBoribee the discovery 
of "messenger" RHA, its role as intermediary between OTA 
from which it is tranacribecl, the ribosoiiial sites of 
protein synthesis and the role of transfer HNA as an 
"adaptor" between a pax'tioular amino acid and its 
ooi’resp onding "anti cod on" on the messenger HHA* More 
recent developments in the field can be found in the 
Gold Spring Harbor? Symposium on Quantitative 'Biology,
"Volume 31? "The Genetic Code" (1966)*
4*1« Information Transfer in Virus-infected cells#
The 3?elevanoe of the forogoiiqg section to the present 
work may be seen when one considers the 'DNA content of 
viruses and the potential biological inforraation contained 
therein.
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A virus such as herpes with a OTA content of 68x10
dal tons (Russell and Grawf oi'd, 1964) contains apporoxi mutely 
44x10 duplex nuoleotide triplets, or enough information 
for the synthesis of around 200 polypeptide chains of 
molecular we igh t 2x10^ dal tons* One appi-oach to 
investigating this information content more closely is by 
studying virus-induced iiroteins or more specifically 
enzymes * The small number that have been detected so 
far, along v/ith the virus structural proteins and other 
possible virus-induoed functions (Figure I.g.) do not 
seem likely to approach this figure#
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Figure 1*8.
ObBorved and Potential Funotions Induoed 
uy Herpes Virus
a) Early funotiens
4' .1# Factor(s) causing inhibition of host cell
macromoleculax' synthesis |
4 2# factor(s) which have effects on host cell
chromosome (if different from 1#);
3« herpes-induced TdR kinase?
4# hex'pes-indiiced DNA polyme.rase? ‘
5# herpes-induced DNase ;
4- 6# other herpee-induced enzymes?
dCïvTP deaminase, dTM? kinase, etc.?
b) Late functions
7# factor' invo'lved in induced enzyme "cut-^off"?
8# stx'uctural components of virion?
4’ 9* factor(s) involved in maturation of DNA or
virus ?
4 10. faotor(s) involved in virus release*
4' signifies a function whose agent has not yet 
been positively identified in herpes-infeotcd 
cells.
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Assuming then, that all the viral OTA is expressed 
during infection, what otheir functions might he 
transcribed from the viral genome? One possibility 
is that herpes may induce one or moi?e new tOTFA molecules 
more suited to the translation of viral genes# The 
synthesis of t-HlA afteir infection has been demonstrated 
(Hay et a],#, *1966), hybridisation studies suggest that 
at least a part of this is virixs-specifio (dubak-Shaarpc 
and Hay, 1965) and evidenco fox* the ooourrenoe of a new 
arginyl-t-OTA after infection has been obtained 
( Subak-Shax'pe et al «, 1966b ) #
In order to investigate whether there might be a 
requirement for new t-HHAs in herpes-infected cells, 
the nearest neighbour frequency analysis (Josec et al$, 
1961) of a number of animal OTA viruses was und63?taken,
(Subak-Sharpe et al*, 1966a; Morrison et al., 1967)®
This is one of the few ways of obtaining Information on 
the sequence of bases in DNA and the ooourrenoe of major 
differences in pattern between viral and host cell DMAs 
and the sigïiificanoe of the differences will be described 
and discussed in Chapters III and IV#.
CHAPTER II
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0HAPT3SR I I  - MATERIALS AND KETHODS
1. MATERIALS,
1.1® Chemicals »
Ail chemicals were, . where possible, "ANAJ.(/\R" grade 
ora e quivalent # Non-radi oaotivo de oxyribonucl e o s id e
5 *-triphosphates were purchased from Calbioohem,
Los Angeles, Calif# and P-L Biochemicals, Milwaukee,
V/is* These were purified, where necessary, by paper 
chromatography with isobutyric aoid/NE^/H^O as solvent.
Putomyoin hydrochloride was purchased from Sigma 
Chemical Go«, St.Louis, Mo* and actinomyoin 'D was the 
generous gift of Merck, Sharp and .Dohme, Rahway, ÎÎ ®J.
OsCl (optical grade) was purchased from Harshaw Chemical 
Go*, Cleveland, Ohio*
1*2* Radioactive Compounds®
32p-labelled dTlTP, inorganic phosphate and 311- and 
^^o^Xabelled TdR were obtained from the Radiochemical 
Centre, Amersham, Bucks «
-labelled deoxyribonuclooside 5 * 1 r ip h o sp ha tes 
of adenine, cytosine and guanine were purchased from 
International Chemical and Nuclear Corp., City of Industry, 
Calif* The! 3? purity was. checked and they were purified, 
v/here necessary, by paper ohromabograiihy with isobuty]?ic 
acid/ïïHj/ïïpO as solvent*
51*3* Media for chromatography and electrophoreBia*
Whatman filter paper ïïos. 1, 3MM and DE 81 (DEAE'-paper) 
were purchased from H# Reeve Angel & Go* Ltd*, London#, as '■ 
were the ion-exchange celluloses DE 11 and DE 52$
Gel filtration media Sephadox G-100 and G-200 and 
Blue Dextran 2000 were obtained from Pharmacia fine 
0hemicals, Uppsala. ^
1.4# Enzymes #
Enzymes were purchased from the foilowing suppliersi- 
Microcoocal nuclease, .pancreatic DNase, snake venom 
phosphodiesterase, spleen phosphodiesterase and panoreatio 
DNase from Worthington “Biochemical Oorporation, freehold,E*J #;
Spleen xihoaphodie sterase and snake venom 5 ' -nucleotidaso 
from Sigma Ohamioal Go®, St# Louis, Mo# ;
Each# ooli alkaline phosphatase from Nutritional 
Bioohemioala Oorp#, Cleveland', Ohio;
Pronase from Galhioohem, Los Angeles, Calif $
Bech^GOli DNA polymerase was prepared (see Section 2*3$) 
from a hatch Each#ooli strain B which was the generous gift 
of Dr# Ii# El8worth and colleagues, Microbiological Research 
Eetahliehraeiit, Port on, Wilts®; Dr# 3$ J# Goiiiatos kindly 
supplied an initia], sample, of this enzyme* ■ ■ ■■■’
1.5# Miscellaneous
\ ■ ■
Ferritin Y/as the kind gift of.Dr# J# Dryedal^jOT 
haemoglobin and oytochrome were purchased from Sigma
s ?
Ohemical Co., St* Loui s, Mo * 
2* METHODS ®
2ol# General•
w*th k1 >MS2ïjM« t*w»*
2#1.1. Analy11cal methodb. 
Protein v/as measured hy the method of Lov/ry et al» » 
(1951)1 precipi't'ation with 59' TO A was performed where 
necessary, o#g. v/hen high levels of KOI or SH-EtOH were 
present. 
DNA v/as determined by the method of Burton (1956) 0 
In organ! o o r '(;h o p h 0 s p hat o was measured hy the method 
of Allen (1940). 
2 »1# 2 0 Ohromatography *
(a) isohutyric acid/hîï'^  (O.SBsGO/lîqO » (66/1/33) was 
used for the separation of the 5*-mono-, di- and tri- 
ïjhosphates of the deoxyrihonuoleosides and for the 
separation of the deozyrihonuoleoside 3* -monophos%)hates 
reaxiltiïig from the enzymic digestion of DNA in the 
nearest noighhour frequency analysis. The Kf values 
in this solvent were dAÎCPs 0*7 , dOMP ; 0.6 , dTMPs 0*5'. 
dGllps 0*4. , Ï 0*3 (descending run on Whatman Ho* 1,
25^y l8hr.).
(h) 0.75M NIL HO 0 , -%)H 8.6 v/as used f oi? the separation
4 3
of the 'products (f, enzymic hydrolysis of DNA on DBAE-paper 
(DE 81). A 4 hr « lasoending run at 20^ gave the following 
Hf values:- p. : d.8, dCMP, dOMP : 0.7, dAOT, dG-MP : 0.5,
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oligonucleotidesi 0-0$2*
2*1*3# Preparation of buffers#
Puffers were prepared by weighing tiB required
amount of solid, dissolving it in less than the required
volume of HO, titrating tlB solution to the desired pH
o
with the appropriate acid or base (20 ) and adjusting to 
the final volume # Puffer stocks were normally made up 
at lî/f or 0#5M and the pH checked, and altered if necessary, 
after dilution® It was found that tria-HOI buffers, 
prepared at IM and 20 , gave the same pH when diluted
to 0#05M at 370
2#l#4o Measurement of radioactivity
32 '
(a) 2Z£ Material containing this isotope was prepared
for counting by (i) precipitation on to discs of filter
paper with 5?^ TO A and protein co-preoipitant, followed
by washing and drying or (41) drying directly on to
stainless steel planchettes, after neutralisation with
IiOHi if necessary# Radioactivity was then measured in
a N u d e  ar-Oh i o ago g as-flow count ere (98 #7/ helium 1*3/
butane) at an efficiency of nearly 50/ and.with a
background of 15-18 oounts/mine
32
P-containing spots of 3^-monophosphates which had 
been separated by electrophoresis or chromatography were 
thoroughly dried, out out, immersed in a toluene-based 
liquid scintillator (0*5/ PRO 4 0 *0 3/ POrOP)^ and counted 
in a Huclear-Ohicago liquid scintillation spectrometer*
s 9
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(b) H and *" G© 7)?ÎA containing these isotopes was
preoipated with 5f TO A and denatured M A  co-preoipitant 
S .
and trapped on a ’’I/îillipore’’ membrane which was then 
washed^ dried^ immersed in toluene-based scintillator 
and counted in a Packard liquid scintillation spootx’ometor* 
Estimation of 3h ^nd i4q in doubly-"labelled samples was 
performed by reference to stanclaxml curves of counting 
efficiences#
2#2a Techniques Associated with the Study of Ensyines 
in Virus-xnleotecl Oeiis#
2#2#1# Grov/th of cells and infection v/ith virus#
21 cello (013; MaclPherson and Stokexh 1962) and 
HEp->2 .cello v/ere normally grown in monolayer oultur e in 
rotating Winchester bottles (House and Wildy^ 1969) in a 
modified Eagle’s medium (Vantsjs and Wildy^ 1962) containing 
lOf tryptose phosphate broth and 10-' calf serum# Infection 
with herpes virus straino(, HEEM (Holmes and Watson? 1963) 
on pseudorabie B virus was porformed at an input multiplicity 
of and an rd)sorption period of 30 min<,
2o2#2e Harvesting of cells and preparation of cell 
extraorso
Cells were removed from the' glass by scraping or treat* 
ment with EDTA, washed twice in coldp phosphate-buffered 
isotonic saline and the %)acked cell.volume (.rCV") moasured.
Various modifications of the pro'paration of cell 
extrubta wore employed at different times? but these can
.6 %
be broadly divided into two method b (all operationo 
being conducted at 0^)
(i) the extraction px’ocedure described by Keir et al«? 
(1966a) which was used in the earlier stages of the v/oi'k? 
especially for studies on the herpes^^iriduced M A  
polymerase ;
(ii) a concentrated suspension of cells (in 2x POV) was 
made to O.IM tris-HOl pïî8? 2 m  E:DTA and lOmM SH-EtOÎI(œ0 
by the addition of 1/5vol» 10% concentrated buffer, 
whereupon 4xPCV of TBM buffe%' was added and the cells were 
disrupted by ultrasonic vibration (4xl5sec# v/ith M8E 
Ultrasonic Power Unit, small probe)» The suspension was 
then centrii'uged for 30min» at 30,000g, the supernatant 
fluid retained and stared at 0*^ in a sealed container#
The precipitate contained negligible amounts of Phase»
2#2»3, Subcellular fraotionation#
Uuclei were preT)ared from PRK21 cells by homogenisation 
in 0*25WI sucrose? 3 #  OaClp? SOmM trisMOl pH8, 5mU SII-EtOH 
(3GTM) after s or wiping the cells from the glass in the same 
medium# The nuclei were sedimented (lOmin» at BOOg)? 
resuspended in SCTM by homogenisation and centril\\ged again. 
The two supernatant fractions were pooled? dialysed against 
0#15il KOI? 20mK tris-HGl pH8? lm?/[ EUT A? 5mM OU-UtOH (KTEM) 
and centrifuged for 30min# at 30? 00Og to give tic 
oy t opl a smi 0 f r ac t i on. Th e wa she d nucl e i we re r e susi) ended 
in K'TEM? disrupted by ultrasonic vilm/atione dialysed against 
KTIl’j centrifuged for 30min® at 30$000g and the resultant
Gsupernate termed the imolear fraction#
HoBo The nuclei were slightly contaminated by oyto'plaamio 
material as revealed by staining with aceto-oroein/fast 
green; this was not removed oven, v/hen the non-ionic 
detergent Triton X-lOO (1/v/v) (Eohm and Haas? supplied 
by Itritish Drug Houses, Ltdo) was used, Triton X-100 
did not inhibit or inactivate DNase «
3. 2 » 2,4, Preparati on of ant is era #
Oui turc s of x’abbit kidney cells v/ere inf eo ted with 
herpes virus and harvested with DDTA Ghr* post infection» 
Extracts were prepared in the cold by disrupting the cells 
by ultrasonic vibration in ÏCTEM buffer (see Section 2.2*3*) 
and centrifiAging for Ihr» at 100?000g> The sup ornate 
was mixed with Ereund’s Adjuvant and injected intra­
muscularly or sub cut an e ou siy into rabbits# Second and : 
third doses were administered at intervals of several 
months* The rabbits were 1;)led (20ml* ) after the third 
dose; the blood was allowed to clot? the resultant serum 
was freed of blood cello by centrifxigetion and stored at
2«2<.5o Px"epa3:’ation of substrates »
lO
(1) oL--^ '”p,^dTTP was prepared according to the method of
IPdray et al#? (I960) starting with '"^ P^ dTîT? purchased from 
the Badioohemioal Centre? Amershamy Bucks»
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(ii). MA.
î)NA from oalf thymus and from Landschutz asoites- 
tumour cells was prepaired essentially according to the 
method of Kay et al»? (1952)*
32p^MA was prepared from Each#coll grown in the
■ ■ ■ 32
presence of (Lehman? I960)» The DN.A was extracted
and purified by the methods of Lehman (I960) omitting the 
charcoal step or of Thomas et al»? (1966)» Ratios of 
'E25o/-^-^280 the final product were in the range leTS"^
1 #85 and RHA cent amination? as judged by the amount of 
radioactivity rendered aoid-soluble by pancreatic HNase? 
was loss than 5/e One problem was that the acid-soluble 
background of the M A  was of the order of 2-3/1 this could 
not be reduced even after extensive dialysis in tubing made 
more porous by tx'eatxaent v/ith- 64/ hnOlp (Hassle and limm? 
I9S5) and had tin unfortunate effect of reducing the 
sensitivity of the DNase assay when the DHA was un ed as 
substrate#
In calculating the concentration of DNA solutions 
from PpgQ measurements? an E(P) of 6x108 was used (i»e# 
50jjga DHA /ml» gives a solution whose ISpGO unitp,)#
2 » 2 » 6 ® ; As say of 0nzym.es »
(i) DNA polymerase3 the assay measures the incorporation 
of 32p«« d7LH? residm s from . ^ -^"^P-dTTP into denatured DMA
G 8
in the presence of dCTP? dGTP and dATP as described 
by Keir (1962) » The standard assay (0,25 or 0,125^ 11#) 
contained the following denatmred UNA - 400ug/ml;
3^  , y  24dATP? dOTP? dOTP and P-^ dTTP - 0»2mM (each); Mg - 
8raM; tris-IIOl? pII7.5 - 25mM; KOI - 60mM| SMBtOli - 
BDTA " 044mM#
Nor specific assay of the he rip es-induced UN A
X^ olymerase? the KOI concentration was 0.2M; eometiBBS,
e«g# for -pH optimum de103:11 ination? RXil was omitted and the
trie concentration was 50mM»
A unit of I)NA polyjiierase is that amount of enzyme
which will inco:rp03:*ate li'^ nmole clTMP into acid-insoluble
0
ma te 3:^1 al per hr » at 37 »
(ii) DNase : the assay method was measurement of the
release of aoid-solulDle material from DNA? as
(a) ' Calf thymus or ascites-
tumour cell DNA was incubated with the DNase? the reaction 
stopped by cooling on ice? protein added as 00-precipitant 
and the solution made 0»5M with respect to PC A; af ker lOinino 
at 0^ ?^ the resultant precipitate was removed by centrifuga­
tion (lOmin# at SOOg) and the E of the sure mat ant
, 260
measured, ■ In calculating the amount of acid-soluble
nucleotide rc3_eased? tlie molar extinction coefficient of a
solution of mixed nucleotides was taken as 10?000?
a solution of contains l/lO?000 mole of nucleotide
260
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per litre or 10()r^ imoles/nil« (equivalent to 30;ig»/ml»MA 
nuoleotide)*
The standard ITV DNase assay (0#2ml.) contained g 
DNA (native or denatured) - 30(^ig»/ml# ; - 2mM|
triB-ÏÏOl? pH 9 5On#; Sïï-EtOÏÏ 2mM# Some of the earlier
assays were performed at pH 8 aid. 6On# 1(01 in an assay 
volume of 1 ml#
32(h) radioactivity5 "T-DHA from Esch*coli replaced the
unlahelled DNA of the IW assay and a portion of the acid-
soluble material was counted as described in Oection 2,1,
The standard radioaotive DNase assay (0,2ml,)
contained i- 5C^ig#/ml« ; - 2mM; tris-HOl?
pH 9 - 50i#; on-EtOH - lOn#*
A unit of, DNase is that amount of enzyme which will
9 ac'iA 'So\ixW^
hy4rolyoO' 10 ni/amoles of DNA.(^ per 30min# at 37^«
Acid DNase was measured at pH 4.5 in 0,13; Na-aoetate 
buffer# The radioactive DNase assay was superior to the 
HV assay in being more specific? more sensitive? needing 
fewe:e controls and allowing more ca:itioal studies of the 
mode of action to be made#
(iii) RHases the UV assay method (see above) was used
w  Ü#_L1 ».
with ascites cell RN.A (pprepared by phenol treatment and 
EtOH precipitation) as substrate® The standard HHase 
assay (0,2ml# ) contained RNA - 300jag#/ml# ; - 2mî-i|
tris-HOl pH 8 - 50mM| SH-EtOH - 2mH,
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(Iv) PhOBpbOïrionoesterase : the method of assay wa$ 
me£isitrement of rele ase of ' pSaiitrophenol from 
%)*-nltrophenylpho8pI'iate * The standard assay ( 0 # 2ml » ) '
2 "X ■
Goatainedi*“ p-^nitrophenyXxxhoephate - 5mll| Mg 2mll| 
trie-HOI pH. 9 50mM; . SH-BtOH - 2#I# After 60min# at
370  ^ 0,2ml# of 0.1H,Ma0H and 0#2ml# of HgO were.added
and the. 134x0 measiired# The molar extinotlon ooeffioient 
of p«^n:ltrophenol la 12^000 at pH12#
A unit of phosphomoheaterase la that amount of 
enzyiiie whioh will liberate lOii^moles of p-nitrophenol 
per hr# at 37 »
(v) Inorganic pjrophosphataaes the method of assay 
was measurement of the release of ?x from V)?±^  The 
standard assay (0#3ml#) containedg- l#7mM|
- l#7mM; trisMOl pH 7*5 - 5On## After 15mln# 
at 37^? 2ml. cold 10/ TO A. and 1# 7ml# cold HgO were added 
and after 10, min# at 0^, any protein precij/itate which 
had formed was removed by centrifugation before was 
determined by the method of Allen (1940)#
A unit of inorganic pyrophosphatase la that amount 
of enzyme which will hydrolyse ÿmole of PP^ P^ 3? Igmin# 
at 37^*
2,2.7 # Enzyme fractionation.
(i) (11x4)2304 precipitation: This was carried out at
pH 8 and 0^* "Enzyme grade" (^114)2804 was added slowly» 
either as a finely-ground powder or as a saturated
8 8
solution containing 20mM inris-HCl pîî 8? ImM E;DTA and
5mtMSH-EtO'H; in the formez" case? extra EUT A and SîI-EtOH
were added to the solution# The pH of the solution v/as
maintained at pH 8 l\y the addition of 2N NIL OH during
the addition of (HH ) 00 » Cere was taken to minimise
4 2 4 . - .
frothing of the protein solution» After standing for
IfMOmin»? the suspension was centrifuged for lOmin# at
30?000go The precipitate was redissolved in a sriuiLl
volume of a Bui'kaXolo buffer or else are suspended and
stored in 0 @8 satura ted (RH, ) 0 /  solution *
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( ii) DEAiP-cellulose ohromatograpby : The miorogranular
type 'O'E 52 was prepared according to supplier's instructions. 
The standard buffer used was 0.05M tris-HOl? pîî 8? ImM 
EDTA and 5mM trI-EtOH; elution was achieved by means of 
101 solutions in standard buffer» Gzmdient elution 
was performed in a 1x10cm# column by Bjrplyiiig the enzyme 
solution (dialysed against standard buffer) to the column? 
Y/aehing with buffer? a"pplying a linear gradient of KOI 
(100ml » of buffer in the mixing beaker and 100ml. of 
buffer containing 0o35M KOI in the reservoir beaker) 
and collecting 5mlof:cactions » 3 top wise elution was .
perf ormed by washing the column with buffer containing 
OflM and 0*2M ICGl® No DNase was eluted in the O.iîvl 
fraotion#
(iii) Gel filtration: Sep had ex G— 100 and G-200 v/ere 
px'epax'ed and i^acked into 1x100cm# columns according to
e ?
the supplie]:"’ s instimiotions» The void volume v/as
measured vising Blue Dextran or ferritin and the
resolution of the oolumne tested hy their ability to
separate mixtures of ferritin? haemoglobin and - cytochrome
Co Elution was carried out in KTEM or TEM (see Section
o
2ô2»30 ot 2-4 » flow rate was 3-6m].o/hr* at a pressure 
head of 20 cm, of buffer? and 2 or 3ml» fractions v/ere 
oolleotedo
2c2»6e Density gradient e ent r if uga t i. on *
This technique was performed in a O]:)inoo No# 40 
single-head rotor (Elamm et al * ? 1966) by centrifuging 
OsOl solutions ( 4»5ml<, ? under paraffin? initial density - 
1. # 72g »/ml e ) f 0r 48 hr » at 33? 000 vev #/min# ai: 20^» Af t er 
unbraked deoele:aationg the tubes v/ere removed and two- 
drop fractions collected 7)y puncturing the bottom of the 
tube# The "fractiens were diluted with 0» 5ml » of HqO and 
the -'260 and r:;idi oaot ivity mea sured ( se e h ccti on 2 » 1 #40» 
2»3# Nearest Heighbouir Frequency Analysis ^
This technique was per:forïiied essentially as described 
by Jobs© et al » ?(1961) but with the modifications
»iS7<r^ -w.
dOSor1bed below :
(i) The primer-DNAa were "activated" as,described by 
Aposbian and Kornberg (1962) in order to achieve suitably 
high levels of incorpoxntion of radioactivity* Oomparison 
of the nearest neighbour frequenoie a of "activated" and 
"non-aotivated" DNA from herpes virus demonstrated that .
this treatment did not introduoo any differenoes in the 
freqneaoy pattern,■ (Gee alao Swartz et al,» 1962) .•
(ii) Certain oommerolal preparations of spleen pbosrho- 
diesteraso wore found to be contamine ted with, eigm If leant 
araounte of phosphomonooutcxViBe activity@ This activity 
warn inhibited by inoluolon of poteaaliira phoophate buffer» 
pH 7,0 at 10 ami HaE at 2 m  in the phopphotlinaterase 
inoubfitlon mlxtwea*
(111) Deoxyribonualeeeide 3^^#onot')hOBphateo resulting
• from digestion of the INA product were separated (a) by 
ele o'krophoreoin on paper at an applied volt ago of 3000- 
4000 (43 to 64 v/om#)in 0,05 H ammonium formate pîî 3*5 
for 2 to 2,5 hr*» and (b) by deaoending paper 
ohro.taatog3vaphy in loobutys'lo aold/vzater/oono, HILOH 
(66?33si) for.24 hr* The latter method woo employed 
Vïhon phoophato and fluoride ware present a a they inter- 
foPGci aerloueXy with the el & o tr o pho;r e 11 o separation*
The InWrferenoe with the elco trophorob±b cauaed 
by the presence of tin oalts vma obviated in the lu ter 
analynea by adsorbing the mononuoleotldeo on to aotlvatod 
ohareoal? aa denoribod -by Josse (1961)»- eluting
them with 50/ (y/v) ethanol» containing 0#3/ oono* ïïll^ OH» 
taking to drynose in a otream of air and applying to paper 
for oleotrophoraaia, Although recovery was only of the 
order of 70*^30:% a pilot experimont showed that there was 
no aeieotiva retention of any of the uononuoleotMos,
(iv) Radioaotivity in the separated 3’-mioleotidea 
v/as determined by cutting out the s%)ots? immersing each 
spot in 8 ml of a toluene-hased f3cintillation fluid? and
A 9
counting for in a Nuclear Ohicago liquid scintillation
sxiectx'omoter * .
The DNAs aC polyoma? human papilloma? Ob ope pa;pilloma
and SV40 viruses v/ere p:repared 'by Dr*LIV” * Orav/ford? »
Hox"pes? pseudorabies? equine rhinopneumonitis (equine
abortion)? vaccinia and adeno 2 viruses were grown by
Dr. H®Stibak-Sharpe and the DNAs purified by Dr# J» Hay®
All DNA8 were shown to be homogeneous by equilibrium
density gradient oontrifugation in the Spineo Rod el E
ultraoentrifugo; their GO contents.were measured by
comparison v/ith II-DNA from Dsohoooli (1,7 48g */ml » ) #
The. methods used are described by 3ubak-3hazH)e c1^al» ?
(196<^.
A
"DNA polymerase of Escho ooli was prepared by the
<K
method of Hiohai^dson et al»? (1964)? except that steps
A
V and VI were omitted * The final preparation had a
specifio activity of 330 units/mg protein? showed a linear 
rate af incorporation zip tolhru and showed absolute 
dependence on added primer DNA® In all analyses? the 
percentage hydrolysis to mononucleotides was checked to 
be greater than 95/; in addition? the areas on the 
electropho:retogrsms (or chromatograms) lying between
? 6
the îuonomicleotides and at the origin were counted 
and found to contain negligible radioactivity (lees 
than 1/ of total). The area where inorganic phosphate 
would be expected was also counted and this v/as normally 
less than 2/ of the total counts? showing that the 
recovery of mononucleotides after eloctrophoresis or 
chromatography v/as. greater than 97/#
CHAPTER III
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1. SÎÏÏDIES ON ENZYME INOTOTIOH BY HERPES VIRUS.
loi a Enzyme levels in Celle Infected with
#'::^|j^ ’#‘r'«WArrww:»W ' '  -      '  "  ' . . . .  ...    - ,  -  - -
Herpes virus *
*Art-L*w*
Then cultures of mammalian cells are infected with 
ho3:“pes virus? the levels of at least four enzymes :clse 
during the eclipse phase» These are TdH kinase (Kit 
and Duhhs? 1963)? dTÎ1C ]<:inase (Newton? 1964) ? W A 
polymerase and DNase (Keir and Gold? 1963; Russell 
et_alo 5 1964)# Tlr.s work has been oonoerned with 
fui'the r studies on the last two enzymes v/ith the aim of 
e s t: a hi i s h ing wh e i; h e i‘ t h e in c :r e ï n e n t s a. r e virus -specified? 
and? if so? what role they play in virus multiplication» 
]. » 1 » 1, A1 k a 1 ine LOtla s e *
Figure III,1® shows the effect oi? infection of a 
grov/ing monolayer culture of DHIC 21 cells with herpes 
vi:ms on the activity of alkaline DNase ? with native 
DNA. as substrate# DNase activity rises 6-fold 7-12h3r@ 
post infection while infective virus first aiipears 
between 8 and 12 Iir„ DNase with denatuared DNA. as 
substrate also increases? but the rise is leas marin d? 
as the activity of DNase towards this substrate is 
higher in uninfected cells y than towards native MA»
3. « 1 ® 2 « T)N A p olyme rase»
Ahie levels of DNA polymercise following infection
Figure III el^
INDUCTION o f DNase ACTIVITY FOLLOWING INFECTION 
of BHK-21 CELLS WITH HERPES VIRUS
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Of growing T3H?r 21 cells with hearpe s virus are shovm 
in Figure 111*2* In the same experiment as that 
depicted in Figure IIX.l*^ WK  polymerase^ assayed under 
standard oonditionSi increases 7-fold.gal2hr. post 
infection* When assayed in the presence of 0*2M KGl^ 
howeverj, the increase is more rlramatioy as under these 
oonclitionSÿ the host cell eiiEjyme is virtually undetectable^ 
while the .herpea-induoed activity is stimulated 3-4-fold 
(see Section 1*4*2*)® It should be noted that the time- 
course of ens^yme induction described here is Bomewh3.t ■ 
later than that found by Bussell et al.»(1964)* This 
is probably due to differences in growth of cells and in 
the method of infection used.
It is important to note that essentially the same ,
results are obtained with both enzymes when non-growing 
cultures of jBHlc 21 cells (Burk^ 1966) or growing cultures 
of IIEp-2 cells are infected with herpes viius* Other 
workers have subsequently noted increases in alkaline 
DNase in herpes-infected monkey kidney (MoAuslan et al*g 
1965) and L cells (Bauer et al*, 1966)*
1,1*3# Other enzymes.
fable 111*3# shows that levels of acid DNase^ 
alkaline DNase^ inorganic pyrophosphatase and alkaline 
phosphatase do not rise after infection with herpes virus.
The absence of increase in acid DNase agrees with the
results of MoAuslan et al** (1965)and Flanagan (1966)
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Figure 111,2
INDUCTION of DNA POLYMERASE ACTIVITY FOLLOWING 
INFECTION of BHK-21 CELLS w ith  HERPES VIRUS
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'but not tlioae of Hewton (1964), Growth of colla 
in BUBpension in llie laBl>»mentioned oaao may have 
altered lyaoBomal Btahilityi it is noteworthy that 
infection of Hela cells v/ith poxviruses causes an 
increase in acid DNase (MoAuslan et al.g 196$)* Ihe 
failure to observe an increase in inorganic pyrophos­
phatase following herpes infection suggests that the 
level of this ensyine in the host cell is siifficient 
to meet the synthetic requirements of the infected 
cell (see Kornberg; 1962).
1.2. Effect on Inhibitors of Protein and DNA
Synthesis on NnOTiue induction.
   ' - ' ' '
1.2.1. Puromycln.
Figures ÎII.1 and 2. show that puromyoin ( 5(^ig./ml. ) 
added at the time of infection, completely inhibits the 
induction by herpes virus of DNase and DNA polyBieraee.
1.2.2. Actinomycin D#
When actinomycin D (O.^ig./ml.) is added at 2hr. 
post infection or ear'll or, oiisyme induction is completely 
inhibited; the degree of inhibition diminishes 
progressively v/hen the actinomycin is added at later times 
after infection (Figure III.4*)$'
1.3= Intracellular location of Induced Enzymes.
Nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were prepared from 
control and herpee-infeoted (6hr. post infection) ‘BHK 21 
celle and assayed for protein, DNase and SNA polymerase.
Figure III# •x Ô
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The distribution of DNase and DNA polymerase ia shovni 
in Tables III,5* and reapeotively# It can be
seen that, vdiile the bulk of the inclue ed DNA polymerase 
reaidea in the nuclear fraction, the induced DNase is 
found predominantly in the cytoplasmic fraction at this 
time after infection. An examination of the heat 
lability of the enzymes of the subcellular fractions 
confirms the distribution of induced enzymes expected 
from total activities (Figures 111,7* and 111,8*, see 
also Section 1,4*)*
Nuclearcytoplasmic fraotionation was also performed 
on herpes-infected, non-growing 13TIÏC 21 cells harvested at 
2 hourly intervals after infection# An increase in DNase 
and DNA polymerase 4"10hr= post infection was obseiv'edf 
the intracellular distribution was similar to that des­
cribed above^ but indicated a greater proportion of 
induced DNase in the nuclear fraction at later times after 
infection,
1,4* Oomparison of the Propertiep of the Induced 
hnzymes those oi the Host aell#
1,4*1* Herpes-induced 'DNase#
The two features whioh immediately distinguish the 
DNase of herpes-infeoted cells fz^ om that of the non-infeoted
cell are I-
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Table III.5
Mase In oon.tZT^ ol a ml herpes-
infected BHK.21 cellel
Btate of 
; cell8:
norrfïifeeted
SiAé e.ll'iilar 
fraction
oytopXa-SBiiG
nuclear
Bta.to of
.. :om
native .- 
denatured
native
denatured
l‘,. BBaee . '
(epeoifxo (total 
. activity) activity)
0#02
0*20
0*07
0 * 52,
6
65
' 8 
57
herpes--
infected
eytoplas3iîio
nuclear
native'
denatured
native
denatured
0#55 183 (177-85!
0.78 260 (195-89:
,0.30 37 (29-14#
0.65 81'(24-11#
OqIIs we.rœ ..tervest'ed 6h, pos'tî iaofeotlpai» .mclei prGpa.recl by
lioraogenieation in 0#25H sue rose ^ GaClp^ 5tM , 2-me37oapto-» 
etlmholj lOiiM trrie»-H01^  pH 8^  then disrupted by eonioation. 
She oytoplasBiie and nuclear fractions. v;ero then .dialysed , 
against 0.15M KG Ip ImM HBTAp 5#% 2-merca%)toethaholp 20mM 
tris'^HOlp pH 8 anâ centrifuged for 50mln% at iO^OOOg*
Dialyeed fractlone weiee assayed for Blase activity by 
measuring re3.ease of acid'^solu'ble W-^aheorbing material 
after 50min^ at 37 ■' (assay medium - 50mM tris-HOlg ,pH9t . . ; 
60mM KOlp 2mH MgBO^ p^ liiM 2«.merca%)tthanolp 30%ig of BlA/s'nl* )
/Figures in hraGkots represent the total huraher. of unj/Ds 
of Blase ^indUoed in each fraction and the percentage •oîr'^ üliG 
incrément oeeurring'; in that fraction^ ■ ‘ ,• '
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ïable III.6
Ittti''âcèl3.v:iîé:r .distribution of TM&. .■glyaièx’ase ià,ooîïfcrGl ,a.ad 
IierpeB-xnfectéci BElïi.21 eells*
Btate■of 
, cells •
iiozn-liit ee t ecl‘
he3?pp8-
infected
cytoDlaemlG 
zracloarc.
-Su'bcell’ular, Stat© of 
fraction , D M  -primer
' cytoplecmio
nuclear
c.yto.piaemic
nucleaj*^
native • 
denatured 
native 
dénature cl.
native
denatured
native
denatured
DMA polymerase 
(©peoifio (total 
activity) activity)
1,0 
S.9 
0.8
2,2
3.5,
2.5
3,0.5
tred/ïia'bive 
,noji-“înfectoa , herpes-lafeoted
2,9 i.
■‘32'6
945
■es
297
■ 133 (407-55#) 
1:1.56, (221-3,8#) 
3:10 (22g-3E>#) 
1302 (1005-82#
3.A 4,2
DegeM as for table III.5,.,
ABsays performed under standard conclitioriB.
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Figure lïl. 7
Effect of prior incubation at 50*^  on the DNase activity 
(denatured DNA) of nuclear and cytoplasmic .fractions of 
control and herpes-infected B H K  21 cells
100
O  Control nuclear fraction
O Infected nuclear
O Control cytoplasmic
I—I
OS> Infected cytoplasmic
>
)
aci
ow
ci
A
Duration of prior incubation (minutes)
80jUg of protein of various fractions incubated each at 50^ in 
a volume of 0. 04 ml., cooled on ice at time shown, then 
assayed under standard conditions at 37^ (see legend to
Table III, 5).
8Figure III. 8
Effect of prior incubation at 50^ in the presence of denatured D N A  
on the D N A  pol^rase activity of nucleai" and cytoplasmic fractions 
of control and herpes-infected B H K  21 cells
□  Control nuclear fractions
O  Infected nuclear
O Control cytoplasmic 
O Infected cytoplasmic
5 10 15 20 2
Duration of prior incubation (minutes)
BOjug' of protein of various fractions incubated with 50/ig of 
denatured D N A  (volume 0. 1 ml.), cooled on ice at the time 
shown, then assayed under standard conditions at 37*^
88
(i) Speoifioity towards state of sutsstx'ate®
The herpes-induced DNase exhibits a much greater . 
rate of hydrolysis of native DNA than does the host cell 
enggrmG (Tables 111,5, iaiKl 111,!%, )
(ii) Stability to beating,; :
Figure 111,7, shows that the DNase which appears
after infection with herpes virus Is i%uoh more sensitive 
to heating than the existing DNase,
Doth these properties are obsesr-ved not only in 
crude extracts of infected celle but also in partially 
purified fractions. Indeed, the herpes-induced DNase 
becomes even more heat-labile after passage through DEAÈ- 
cellulose (see Section 1,7#1*), The different properties 
are observed when either BHIC 21 or HEp-2 cells are infected 
with herpes virus,
(ill) Bffoot.cf 2':^meroaptoethanol,
When extracts of infected and non-infeoted cells are 
prepared in the presence and absence of SH-nStOH (50#I) and 
then assayed in its presence (15mM) or absence, it is clear 
that absence of 3H-BtOH from the extracting medium causes ' 
a reduction in the DNase activity of infected cell extracts 
which is only partly restored by adding SH-itOH before 
assaying (Table 111,9,), A concentration of lOi# gives a, 
2-fold stimulation of the DNase of herpe s-lnfeoted cells;' 
the host cell DNase is much less sensitive to the absence 
of 8N-EtON,
,8  <i
SffQOt of the pressnee of S^ îaex’câ-ptoéi; 
medium mi the DMaae activities .of/ooatr^ol 
BHK 21 OQlla.
. )'.A^f=<r%T:T TA.XiV^V *-/
in the oxtraotlng 
mild heiue^Mlnfeote'd
Extracting Assay 
ooWitloiis conâiliionB
)peci£io aotivlirv of DHaao (miite/mg*)
tsn-Etoiî
•!-Kiîh»EtOH
-SIE.EtOH
.SlW-.tOH
-MTiMStOH , 
-I'native .DMA
-rsH-EtOH 
-i-nattire TI8A
•i-SH-JtbOD. 
'i-mitive ])M
e.-v^ • :» ''^  1***^ no-^ &AV «Jit, ,•.«♦ t^ it us.»
fd e n a ta re d  ÏMA 
^denatured, DMA. 
ilWmatnieod IMA
noiwimf ootW. 
0
■. 0 \ -
0
r,rtk AX*
p,7'
!5,1
A ')
( j
her ne S'-inf où t o d
27 »7 
4*4
7.3
fî’- ^  <R=, VI J i  f ' f *  %=à ts'Si *?ü:A-
: 20.5
4.4
9.5
.■fr.srtî>^^-rv3£t,T^rtW.\7h# .f f L " ) ? - * & ) A' /  ^1
Ex'bzaotiag medium o obta ined 'O^OgM; .tr is -H O I pHS-^ ' It# !' DDT A and 
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(iv) Effect of monovalent cations $
Studies on the effects of Ha and K ions on the 
DHases of control and infected cells have given somewhat 
different results depending on whether the ÜV’ or radio­
active DNase assay, jwas used hut^ in both cases? the 
induced DNase was leas susceptible to inhibition by high 
concentrations of ox* If** (Figure 111*10,) •
The other f eatra;'es or the two DNases are'similar 5-
(v) both act optimally about pH 9 (Figure III,12a,)?
(vi) both have an absolute requirement for a divalent 
cation, or 0*5m?i Mn"*'' giving optimal activity
(Figure III.12b*)? although the latter seems less 
effective in activating the induced DNase*
The increase of DNase which occurs in hex'pe s-inf eoted 
cells could be due to the presence of an inhibitor in non- 
infected cells which is destroyed during infection* This 
possibility is made unlikely by the results described in 
Table 111*11*
:,(-a) assay of the DNase aC non-infeoted and herpes-
infected cell extracts, measured separately and in
mixtures, shows that mixing control and infected enzymes 
gives an additive or super-additive response; an excess 
of an inhibitor in the control extract v/ould give a sub­
additive response;
(b) addition of pancreatic HNase to the assay results in
8  6
Figure 111,16
Effect of monovalent cation concentration on the DNase 
activities of control and herpes-infected BHK 21 cells.
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Results of two experiments, with denatured OTA suhstrgte:
(i) broken lines: lOQ/ug* of protein from herpes-infected 
or 400jag* from non-infected extracts of HFp-2 cells, 
assayed by release of UV-absorbing material.
(ii) continuous lines : lAO/xg* of protein from DEAE-eluate 
.or lOQug. from nom-adsorbed DRAE fraction of herpes- 
infected BHK 21 cells, assayed by release of radioactivity
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Table III.11*
Mixing and RNA Inhibition of the DNase Activities of  -----------
(1) Mixing of oontrbl and berpea-infectad extracts $
B our 0 e of ensyme
SK¥I53ffrt^J|W?jâés^!àft«i*;^>rtèïfe^4r^*iP9ESifra#g^s^!sA*r«^
n on-infeoted 
ceils
herpe e-infeoted 
cells
OTA rendered aoicVeolu'ble ( counts/mln# )
V*il^ rWS55'!rf«6ÏrtfcSi£J^CatA§!S**««r!^B!i*fc f^c^%iS^S*ÜHSîtf
native
37
1692
denatured
279
2045
Surd I 1729
herpes™ plus non­
infected cells 2743 (159#)
324
2367 (102#)
(ii) ENA inhibition.
non-inf00ted cells
native 
llHase" -(*BKase
rOA*% 3#i#W üNâ#t*i"
37 82
clenatur ed % 
•EHase +EHase
279 400
hex’pe s-inf e o t ed
1692 2878 2045 2959
Eadioaotive DNase assay performed under standard eonditions. 
Pancreatic EK'ase (50»g./ml,) added where appropriate*
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Figure III. 12
Effect of vai’ying' pH and divalent cation concentration on the DNase 
activity of control and herpes-infected HEp-2 cells
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pH
Assay performed by release of acid-soluble UV material.
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an activation of both control and infoctecl-Gell DNases, 
thus, similar RNA inhibition Is occurring in both instances, 
so that the increase in DNase cannot be due to a reduction 
in DNA Inhibition,
Since DNase activity does-not rise in cells infected 
with herpes virus, it seems likely that the induced DNase 
is DNA-speoifio* Analysis of the products of digestion 
of DNA by extracts of control and infected cells on DEAD- 
paper (see Section 1,6,), revealed that they were 
qualitatively and quantitatively similar, only oligo­
nucleotides being produced.
1.4*2. Herpes-induced DNA polymerase*
The increased DMA polymerase activity found in herpes- 
infected cells differs from that of non-infeoted cells in 
several respects?-
(i) Increased stability to heating in the presence of DNA.
When extracts cf control and infected cells v/ere 
incubated at 50^ before being assayed for DNA polymerase, 
it v/as found that the enzyme from infected cells was more 
stable to heating, especially when the heating was carried
9 *
out in the prcvsenoe of DNA (figure 1X1*8.)• was not
necessary for the protection by DNA, the optimal KOI con­
centration for protection was 0.05M not 0o2M as for optimal 
enzyme activity (see below), and native DNA was leas 
effective than dexiatur ed DMA (fable 111*13. ) *
' ■ - , ' , , . ■ .9 0.:
ï'ablè III .13. .
Naetors affecting the proteotive effect of DMA on the DMA
■polymerase Incli^ oerl by'herpes virus*
1) Monovalent. cation oonoentràtipaig v ' ■
: , #aG,tlv:!/by,,#'-W ,50^ . _
0 23
0,05 '32
0,10 21 , 
0,15 ;.9 .
0,20 ..1 : ,
SQngo of protein finm a.nuclear fraction, of hprpq8-lnfec'%d .
BHK 21 cells' incubated with 5C)AS of, d e n a t u r e d -  (no 
triphosptetes) and. the indicated amoup-t of KOI, before. assaying 
under standard conditions, (o#2M KOI). ; , ' . ■ -/;.•• ' f;
2). Divalent c atibii. ■ e o no e nt rati oh g -
, % activity; after :15min» at 50o
32
34
11
■ 160/:ig of proteiii from a " soluble/' ''fraction 6f herpe s-lhfec.ted -
îîlp--2 belie • incubated - with; IgOhë of '■•;d o n a t u r e d • ^(no. txlphos-l. 
phatesp ■ O.ODM'KOl.) and Inclioa,ted amomit of Mg • .hbfore aseeying 
.under standard conditions' (0«06M .KOI).* ' . v ; .1 . . .'; : -
: ' - 4 ' ' ; ' : . f' ' /" '
3) 0onfIguration; of TMAz ■..% activity after. SOmin*' at 50^
.  ^ native M A  ' / '  19 .
denatured 3)IA. " , , , . / 12, /. :
•■-■■■■' .■'  0,1, ^
OoMitione ae for 2), but no Mg'* in pre-<lncubat:lon mediiM.
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(11) Activalloïi of herpes-induced DNA polymerase
-I- +
by NH4. or îf
Figure III.14# shows the different responses to I(^'
concentration of the DNA polymerases of control and
herpes-infeoted cells. The virus-induced activity
using native DMA primer exhibits the same stimulation,
which is still observed after the enzyme has been heated 
0
at 50 in the Txresenoe of denatured DMA. NH4GI and 
('11114)230  ^ give a similar activation at 0.2M HH4*®"*
Although this salt concentration and pH (7.5) reduce 
the DNase levels to less than lOf of the maximwa, 
inhibition of nuclease cannot account for this marked 
difference between the DNA polymerase of control and 
infected cells. The induced (or altered) enzyme itself 
must be affected by the high salt so as to have its 
enzymic activity increased, and its ability to be so 
affected must have an order of heat stability not less 
than that of the enzymic activity itself. The salt 
effect pi'esumably occurs by an alteration of the tertiary 
or quaternary structure of the protein. A similar effect 
has been observed with the DNA polymerase indue ed by T5 
bacteriophage (Paul and Lehman, 1966).
(ill) Increased utilisation of native DNA as primei*.
It was observed that, while the DNA polymerase of 
non-inf acted BHK21 and Hlp--2 cells, like those of other 
animal tissues (Neir, 1965) used native DNA. as primer only
n -T)
Figure III. 14
Effect of KCl concentration on the D N A  polymerase activities 
of control and herpes-infected B H K  21 cells.
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80/jg of protein from infected nuclear fraction +
50pg of denatured D N A  
dittOj but enzyme heated 4 min/50o 
ditto, but native D N A  primer used 
80jUg of protein from control nuclear fraction +
denatured D N A
oabout lO'jf as efficiently as heat-denatu3?ed DHA^ the 
polymerase from herpes^^ânfeoted cells could use native 
DHA 50-100';.'’ as efficiently as denatured DNA primere 
fhis was at first thought to he a property of the 
induced polymerase^ hut subsequent studies suggest 
that the effect may be due, to the herps s-lnduoed DNase 
converting native DNA into a more effective prime3?o 
Two points support this views-
(a) figure III * 15 i shows that i incuba 11on of native 
DNA with extracts of infected cello increases its priming 
efficiency for the DNA polymerase of control cells; 
extracts of control cells do not do so?
(b) Table III$6# shows that while the bulk of the 
induced DNA polymerase is in the nucleus^ the efficiency 
of priming by native DNA is low. In tlie cytoplasm^ on 
the other hand g where most of the induced DNase is found 
at this time after infect!on? a much higher priming 
efficiency by native DNA is observed®
(iv) Other pa?Qperties^
The herpe s-induced DNA polymerase also differs from 
that found in non-infected cells in its response to
O a
varying Mg'" ion and DNA substrate concentrations (Keir 
et al.p 1966a). studies on the response of the tv/o DNA 
polymerases to varying o0ncontrations of deoxyribonuolooside 
5®-triphosphates have not so far yielded any significant 
differences. No major difference in pH optimum (7*5-8.5)
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Figure III.15
Increased prim ing efficiency of native DNA previously 
incubated with extracts of herpes-infected cells.
^ s
CD -H
(60)
(40)
(20)
Assay tim e at 37^ (min).
Native DNA was incubated with an extract of herpes-infected 
cells (minus triphosphates) for the times shown in brackets 
(min*)* After heating to destroy added polymerasethe 
DNA was incubated with extracts of control (circles) and 
infected tIEp-S cell extracts (squares), in the presence 
of triphosphates.
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was observe cl.
That the her%)es-induoecl TMk polymerase is a 
bona fide replicative--type .ensyrae is shown by the results
irtî^ ar’Awfiocrft'ïs.T» ’
in Table II1.16# Omission of exogenous 'ONA primer gives 
low activity (ensyme prepared from cell nuclei^ of course^ 
did not show an absolute requirement for DNA) and omission 
of the three, non-radioaotive triphosphates drastically 
reduces the rate of incorporation of the fourth^ radio­
active triphosphate # The. activity observed in 0«2î;I KCl 
is also clearly not of a terminal-addition type.
1.4*3* Pseudorabies-induecd enzymes *
Pseudorabies virus has been found to induce increases 
in both PEA polymerase (Hamada et al.$ 1966) and pHase 
(Table 1X1*17*)• These activities have not been closely 
studied as yet^ but the pseudorabiee-induoed DNA 
poly3Tiei"ase does not seem to be activated by 0.2M KOI as 
strongly as the herpe s-lnduoed enayme# The pseudorabies- 
induced DNase closely resembles the herpes-induced ensymo 
in being an exomxclease attacking both native and denatured 
DNA to produce 5^-monophosphates. (Section I.S.2.2.). The 
storage properties of the, ensiyme suggest that it may be 
less heat-labile than the herpes-induced DNase. RNase 
activity does not increase in pseudorabies-infected cells* 
(Table XXI.3*)*
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Table 111,16*
Requirements of the DNA Polyme3?ases of Control 
ana lieroes-infeotecToellsT
*ev*»R.fM(^V*et*«Sa**r;4¥tlr«irt»titisrtTTt # ^ 3  tet t*vpW *6 ^ f»*T*-Fe-l*»W* *
(i) M A  primer: 
oont3?ol cells
■ltt*lPtrttrilTtitnFiur$T^-5aSte*fE««N.^l»l*«.V:raaïeiÿgJi^-t«*.*Ti-pr
cytoplasmio 
nude ar
he rp e s-i nf e 01 e d
 --------   ■“ • •■ W  "  "  ................cells
cytO})lasmio
nuclear
no DNA native DNA denatured DNA
0
0
0
0.3
0.8
0,8
2.3
2.6
3,1
2.8
3.4
10.9
(ii) deoxyrilDonucleoaide 8'-trlphosnhate;
control cells
dATPg dOTPg clGTP 
32
and P-dTTR
cytoplasmic
nuclear
herpe sdnf ected 
cells
<VTfH
oytoplaBmio (60mM KCl) 
(200mM EGl) 
nuclear (OOinîJÎ KCl) 
(200mM.KOI)
0.36
0,49
0.51
1.28
9.6
. j)
32P-dT'FP only
0,12
0.22
20 ')
0,09
0.14
0,52
0.57
Activity expressed as units/mg. protein.
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I'able III .1?/.
Effect of irfeotioxi with Liex/pes anci pseadorabies virus os on 
the DNase activitieB of BHK 21 and DEp-2 celle#
state of cells Dlaoe eneciflc activity (unite/mg)»
BHK 21 cells BEid*-2 cells
non-inf 0 ot od
KV iÿ 'iïli'ttfv iî^LfVs! fcjnA^Si^'tV^ivJ»
0*3 1.8
her Ves-i nf ected
UaTdP^ f  k i V .'tiilX  V-'I’T CrCCJî'iaS'
( SÎ1. pos'b-liafeetîon)
50*0 70*0
PS eudorabie s-inf ected 
(7H.post-lafeotion)
20,0 14.7
Cells tervested and washed in ieotonic saline, then 
d:ls.rapted ultrasonically in 0.05M treia-ROl buffer containing 
ImM KùTà. ojid lOmH 9«>merca,ptoethaxiql. Extracts assayed under 
etandard conclitionB with native ^""P-Eeoh. coli D M  as substreate.
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1,5* IfflTftunological Analysis of Herpes-induced Enzymes* 
1*5,1# Experimental scheme*
In order to investigate whether the enzymic activities 
observed to inorease after infection with herpes virus are, 
in fact; specified by the viral genome, the following 
immunologioal experiment v/as performed. (figure III#18#) # \
Babbits were inoculated with high-speed supernatant 
fractions (Xhr# at 100,000g) prepared from growing cultures 
of rabbit kidney cells which had been infected for 6hr# 
with herpes virus (MOI 10-15p#f #u#/oell) # The 
homolôgôûB rabbit-rabbit system was' used so that antibody 
produced against antigens other than those induced by 
virus infection would be kept to a minimum# The herpes- 
infeoted-oell-Bupernatant antisera (HIG8 antisera) were 
dialysed extensively against 0.02M KOI before use in enzyme 
neutralisation tests. Heat treatment of the sera (10 min# 
at 60 ) to inactivate complement was not used, as this was 
-found to activate serum DNase, presumably by inactivating 
serum DBase inhibitor.
1.5.2. Enzyme neutralisation studies with HÏOS antisera 
Enzyme neutralimtion tests were carried out by in­
cubating antisera prepared as described above together 
with extracts cf herpos-infacted, p s eud orsbi e a-inf a o t ed
o
or non-infacted BHK 21 and HEp-2 cells for 10 min. at 3T 
prior to enzyme assay#
Figure 111,18
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TEST fo r NEUTRALISATION 
o f INDUCED ENZYME ACTIVITIES
prepared against antigens 
induced in RK cell by herpes 
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1*5.2,1, Herpes-induoea DNase,
When HXGS antisera from three rabbits were tested for 
inhibition of the DBase induced by herpes virus in 3HE 21 
cells, all throe were found to be active (Table Ill.ig#), 
but one in particular (rabbit No* 5706) was atrongly 
inhibitory# Studies with this serum were pursued further 
and of several different infected-cell extracts tested 
(both D m  21 and HEp-2 cells - see Section 1.5.2.3.) all 
have been inhibited.
Figure III.20# shows the inhibitory effect of two 
levels of No# 5706 antiserum'against DNase induced in BHK 
21 cells by herpes virus. Use of native DNA as substrate 
makes the test specific for the Induced DNase because of 
the low activity of non-infected cells towenrds this substrate* 
Neutral serum (i.e..from a non-immuniBed rabbit) was used as 
control because pre-iiimuuie serum from .rabbit 5706 was in 
very short supply. This had, however, no specifically 
inhibitory activity (Table Ill.ig.) on herpes-induced 
DNase*
In order to verify the virus-specifio nature of the 
antiserum, a similar experiment was .carried out using 
denatured DNA as substrate# In this case (figure III.21*), 
it is clear that, although the virus-induced DNase is 
inhibited, HIOS antiserum has no effect on the activity 
of non-* inf acted cells# The reasons for the some vA at 
different effects of non-immune serum on DNase activity
10 1
Table III.19.
Enzyme Inhibitory Bffeota of HIOS and Control Sera#
(i) Herpos-induoed OTase
herpes-infected BHF cell extract
( -h HIOS antiseruQi 5705
 ^ H- HIOS antiserum. 5706
( HIOS anti serum 5706a
 ^ 4 5706 serim (pre-immune) ■
( t neutral serum
4 DEAE-treated 5706 antiserum 
4' I)KA.E-treated neutral serum 
herpes-induoed DNase (DEAE eluate) 
4% HXCS anti serum 57Ô6 
T 5706 antiserum (pre-immune) 
t neutral serum
DNase activity(f^) 
100 
67 
11 
41'
87'
90 
27 
105 
100
77
(ii) Herpes-induoed DNA polymerases
non-infected BHK 21 cell extract 
-I neutral serum 
f HIOS antiserim 5706
herpes-infected 13HÏC 21 cell extract 
4 neutral serum 
4 HXCS antiserum 5706
DNA polymerase 
activity (4).
100
95
100
56
i 0 3
Figure III.20
Effects of HIOS Antiserum on the DNase Activltg^  
(15atTv^ D 7 of ïîer^s -infëôEë^^BIÏK 2% Ce TIs” ”
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(stimulation in Figure 111*20,g inhibition in Figure 
111*21* and (Table 111*19* ) are not olear^ but may be 
due to a balance between the protective effect of a 
high protein concentrâtion (stimulation of both DNases) 
and the occurrence of serum DNase inhibitor (inhibition 
of host oell DNase)*
When HI08 antiserum was passed through DEAE-oellulose 
under conditions (0*03,75M Na-"P0/].ppIj6*9) where only 
the ^-’‘globulins are not adsorbed (Sober and Peterson,1958), 
the non-adsorbod fraction still inhibited the herpea- 
induced DNase I this v/as not so with non-immune serum 
(fable 111*19*)» In addition, batchwise fractionation 
of the DNases of herpes-infacted BHIC 21 cells (see 
Chapter II, Section 2*2*7. ) on DEAE-^cellulose showed that, 
while the herpes-induced DNase, eluted from the DBAE was 
inhibited by HIOS antiserum, the non-adsorbed, host cell 
DNase was not (Table 1X1*19*)• These observations support 
the hypothesis that immunisation of rabbits with extracts 
of herpes'-infected rabbit cells has caused the production 
of a herpes-apeoifio antibody which neutralises the 
activity of the herpes-induced DNase*
1 *5*2*2* Herpes-induced DNA polymerase.
HIOS antiserum causes an inhibition of the DNA 
polymerase activity of herpes-infeoted B;If 21 and' HEp-2 
cells but not the DNA polymerase of non-infeoted cells 
(Table III.19#)? this is in agreement with the results 
of ICeir et al., (1966b). Moreover, tie DNA polymerase
1 5
of pells was not inhibited
hy 'Hiqs antlaerum (Table , III#19$)ÿ thus lending further 
support to the liypotheala that virué^^epeoifip antibodiea 
are present in the antieerum*
1#5$3#3* Peeudorahle8«*lnduoed enayma#
Figure 111*32,' abow$ the effeot of ,Increasing 
amopnte of HIOS antleemm on the DRaee aotlvltlee (native 
DNA auWtrj^ite) of herpea:^ and peendorahiea^^infeoted BHK 21 
oelle# It Is o%ear that while the herpes'^^lndnoed DNase 
la potently Inbihited, the very similar DNase Induced by 
paeudorahiêa virus (see 8eotlon 1,4.2*) 1$ not Inhibited 
at all, at thb 'ahtlaerum oonoentrationa tested# Identioal 
results were obtained when the DNase of extraoto of virns'^ ' 
liifèoted irSp-^ 2 oalla was tested*
Antisera w e  onrrently being %)%~epared against 
supernatant^ of peeudorables'^infeoted rabbit Ifldnpy oella 
and non'^lnfacted. 3HK 21 oella* As yet, no antl'^ e^ns^ ymes 
have bee;Hdeteotedÿ but when ava.ilable these ^ should provide 
additionna. infoAatlon on .the origin of the ylrus-lnduoed 
enzyme e# \ -
1#6# îWde of Aotion of DNases
3.»6'.1» ■ Oalilix'ation of method for oharaotBrisstioh' of
îsieigpTôrimsêTCA »
In order,to examine the modes action (i*e# endO" 
or exolytlo). of the various DNaoes in the DNA vlrue-'anlmal
i> G
i^ 'igure 111*22©
Effects of I-IIGS Antiserum on the DNase A c t l v l s (native 
15WKJ^ f Herpes- and Pseudorables-infectecl BHK'2T™Cells
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HERPES ANTISERUM (;^t)
.1 û 7
cell system^ it was decided to examine the products of
32
ensymio hydrolysis of ]^?-'DNA hy qhromatography on DEAE- 
paper followed by measurement of radioactivity in a gaa*^  
flow chromatogram scanner^ (See Chapter 11^ Section 
2©1*2*)», The products of hydrolysis were oharacterised 
as follows 5'-
(1) A known endonuclease (pancreatic Dîîase) and a known 
exonuoleaee (snake venom phospliodi est erase) were used to 
produce partial. DK/r hydrolysates which were then subjected 
to ebroBmtography® The characteristâd patterns obtained 
are shown in Figure 1X1*23* High molecular weight DHA 
remains at the origin; Furlong (1966) has, shown that$ 
under the conditions used, oligonuoleotidas of chain 
length greater than 30 remain at the origin* The 
oligonucleotide products of pancreatic DHase digestion 
move a short distance. (Up 0--0®2) from the origin while 
the mononucleotides produo ed by snake venom dlesterase 
have gi sere te Ilf values of 0*5 and 0*7 respectively*
(ii) Gommeroial preparations 0^' dAFP^ , dOlCP and
dTMP were run on 'DE/Æ-paper under standard oonditions 
and it was found that the substances which had Ef values 
of 0*5 and 0*7 Gorresponded to the purine and pyrimidine 
monophosphates respectively* A slight separation of 
dGMP and.dAMF occurred which explains the somewhat 
broader shape of tlie purine peek*
Figure III«23,
C hrom atogra phy o f DNA on DEAE - paper a f te r
_p g r t io i enzvm ic d ioes tion .
SOLVENT: Q-75 M NH  ^ HCO.^-, p H 8'G
i (*' 8
ORIGIN
SOLVENT
FRONT
A
No d ig es tion
Pancreatic D N ase
Snake venom  5~phosphod ies te rase
Snake venom 5 ' - phosphodiesterase 
plus alkaline phosphatase or 
5 "  nuc leo tidase
1 0  9
(ill) When the mononucleotlcle produo ta of digestion of
OTÂ with snake Yoixom phosphodie sterase were treated with
Esohécoli alkaline phosphatase or snake venom 5*-mioleO“
tidase before being applied to the W/ÂÏLÎ-paper^  the purine
and pyrimidine mononucleotide peaks were replaced by an
inorganic phosphate peak (Kf - 0*8) identified by
TPcomparison with commercial "P-phosphate»
Thus g by subjecting the products of hydrolysis of
■QN/l resultixag from the action of a DlTase to chromâtography
in this system, the mode of action of the fflase may be
determined, Fur the inn ore, by use of the specific 5 * -
nucleotidase, exonuoleolytic products may be further
characterised as 3 ^ - or * -monophosphates «
1*6,2, . Mode of action of DNases in herpes virus- 
animal cell system#
1#6*2*1# Host cell DNase*
When extracts of DHK 21 or EEp-2 cells v/ere incubated 
with under standard DNase assay conditions and the
digestion products analysed by the above method, only 
oligonucleotides were observed# The same result was 
obtained both with native and denatured DNA as substrate, 
although the latter is attacked more rapidly# Addition 
of pancreatic DNase to the incubation medium stimulated 
DNase activity (presumably, by destroying inhibitory HNA) 
but did not alter the nature of the products# Thus, the 
alkaline DNases of 'BHE 21 and HNp-2 cells are 
endonucleases#
î 1 C:
1,6,2.2, Herï)es~induced Wase
When lierpes-infeoted BTIK 21 cells were examined, 
the pro duo te obtained from native and denatured 1)1A 
indicated an exonuoleolytic mode of attack fox’ the 
induced DNase* Digestion with î5’-nucleotidase showed 
that the hydrolytic products are 5 * ^ monophosphates «
Although the predominant DNase of herpes-infected 
cells is an exomxolease, the -possibility that herpes also 
induces an endonuclease (of, bacteriophage T2, Bose and 
lossal (1964) ) cannot be excluded* There was no increase 
in the amount of oligomioleotlde prodxiced by infected cell 
extracts compared with those of control cella, but it is 
highly likely that such oligonucleotides, if produced, 
would be very efficiently hydrolysed by the herpes-induced 
e xonuolease (see Section 1*6*3#)* Assay of end onuole use 
in infected cell extracts by the method of Deidueohek 
(1965) did not yield meaningful results because of the 
high level of exonuolcase. It la-hoped that subsequent 
experiments with superooiled polyoma DNA and host celle 
with very low levels ;of endonuclease will help clarify 
this point# i
The results from herpes-lnfeoted EBp-2 cells gave 
similar results, but the system was less satisfactory 
because of the higher alkaline phosphatase (or 5^- 
nucleotidase) levels in HEp-2 cells. Thus the main
I l l
hydrolytic product of digestion of DNA by herpes- 
(or pseudorabies) infected HDp'^ 2 cells was inorganic 
phosphate*
1.6,2*3* Pseudorabies-induced, DNase.
The results obtained with extoraots of pseudorabies- 
infected cells were identical with those with herpes 
virus. Two viruses of the herpes group therefore, induce 
exonuoleases producing 5^-monophosphates during the 
infective process.
1*6*3* Direction of attack of herpes-lnduced DNase.
Most exonuoleases which produce 5 *-monophosphates 
attack the DNA substrate sequentially from the 3^-hydroxyl 
end of the polynucleotide ohain (Lehman, 1964). Recently, 
however, it has been shown that the exonuolease induced 
by bacteriophage X produces 5 * -monophosphates by a^ktaoklng 
from the 5^“Phosphoryl end of the ohain (Little, 1967).
Thus, it was of interest to establish the dix’ection of 
attack of the herpes-induced exonucleasG.
Increasing digestion of the DNA substrate v/ith 
pancreatic DNase increases the rate of attack by the 
herpes-induced oxonuolease, but this docs not distinguish 
the two poBBibilitles since both 3*-hydroxyl and 5^- 
phosphoryl groups are paroduced* The fact, however, that 
treatment of native DNA with extracts of herues-infeoted
cells, under conditions whore the induced exonuclease
1 1 2
is active, increases tl'B priming efficiency of the 
DNA for DNA polymerase (Figure 111*15.), suggests 
that 3^  -hydroxyl, rather than 5 * -phoephoi'yl groups are 
being produced on the remaining polynucleotide*
Clear proof of the direction of attack can be 
obtained using the method of Lehmann and Nusabaum (1964). 
’VvOtivated*' DNA (Aposhian and Nornberg, 1962) was 
incubated at pH 7*5 and 0.2M KOI (conditions optimal 
for herpes-induced DNA polymerase, with minimal DNase 
activity) in the presence of one triphosphate ( dL-- P-dCTP 
of high specific activity) and an extract of herpes- 
infected non-gj?owing DlkC 21 cells (low endonuclease
X 0
activity)* After 60 min. at 37 ? 500 jxgt of denatured
DNA was added-and the DNA precipitated in the cold with
PCA-. The precipitate was redissolved in 0 * IN HaOH and
32
dialysed extensively against 0«02M KOI. The I?-DNA 
(labelled with a dOMP residue(s) at the 3* -end of the 
DNA chain) was then incubated with more of the same 
herpes-infected cell extract at pH9 with no KOI (optimal 
conditions for herpes-induced SNase) and the release of 
acid-soluble radioactivity and W —absorbing material was 
followed* The results (Fignre 1X1*24.) suggest attack 
fi^ om the 3' -hydroxyl end, but are not completely con­
clusive because of low levels of radioactivity and possible 
endonuclease action during DNase incubation* The weight 
of evidence, however, remains in favour of this
Figure E. 24.
1 1 r
H ydro I ysis of D N A  labelled with ^ ^ P - d C M P  at 
the 3'“ terminus by an extract of herpes 
infected B H K  21 cells (non-growing )
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direction’ of attacko
Part la]. Purification of Herpes-induced Pnayme s @ 
Because the aiaounts of virus-infected cells available 
are limited by technical considerations5 ensyme 
purification has been undertaken v/ith the aims of t 
(i) specifically removing interfeiung enzymes and other 
faot.orsj and ( 11) sepai*atiiig the ensymes of interest^ 
rather than simply trying to obtain a high specific activity* 
In thiSÿ a degree of success has been attained? particularly 
v/ith the heI'pas--induced DNase,
1 07,1. DNases of herpes--infeoted cells.
1.7.141# Ohroiuatography on DEAD-oGllulose#
The most useful purification procedure for the herpes- 
induced DNase has been chromatography on DEAE-cellulose*
Use of, this ion--exchange]; v/as indicated by the finding of 
Curt is et al$ ? 1965) that a DHa e 0 of rat liver»
«tor* v-'Tlùp'
preferentially hydrolysing denatured DNA, v/as not adsorbed 
by DEAL' under conditions which caused most other proteins, 
to be retainede Preliminary experiments with extracts 
of herpcs-infected cells showed that the activity towards 
native DMA ooulfl be removed from the extract by treatment 
with DB/UÎ-cellulose in 0«05M tris-HOI?pE8, DMase acting 
on denatured DMA and at a level of activity comparable to 
that found in non-infacted cells was left in solution.
When DBAE-oellul08G chromâtog;raphy of extracts of 
herpes-infected cells is perfornBd? with elution by a
1 1 0
linear KOI gradient? two distinct DNase activities 
are resolved (Figure 111*25*)s peak I, which is not 
retained hy the DEAF and which is most active on 
denatured DNA? and peak II? which is adsorbed? is eluted 
between 0*1 and 0*15 M KOI and shows highest activity 
towards native DNA* The same pattern obtains with 
cytoplasmic and nuclear fractions of infected cells? 
but with extracts of non-infected cells? only Peak I 
is observed* Alkaline phosphatase? levels of which are 
lev/ in BOT' 21 cells? is eluted before Peak II* Thus? in 
one step? the herpes-induced exonuclease is removed from 
its two most serious contaminants* - Further rnirification 
is complicated by the lability of the enzyme after elution 
from DE AN-o ellulose*
l*7ol*2e Gel filtration*
Another technique which has been of some value is gel 
filtration on columns of Sephadex D-200* Again? a 
separation of host cell andherpes-induoed DNases is 
effected? the virus-induced ensyme appearing with ? or 
just behind? the void volume ? while the host cell DNase 
elutes at tlB same position as haemoglobin? suggesting 
a molecular weight of 60-70?ODD (of * Ourtis^ et al**
1966)* The herpes-induced DNase is probably genuinely 
of high™moleculaa; weig:ht ( i * o * not aggregated er­
as sociated with other high molecular weight material
Figure 111,25
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nucleia a c i d e eiiioe treatment of the cell
extract with the non-ionic detergent Triton %-100 or
passage through DEAf-cellulosO;prior to gel filtration,
does not alter its elution volume $ Only a part of the
alkaline phosphatase is removed from the hexniea'-induced 
DBase on Sephadex G— 200^ since the former is resolved 
into two pealcSg one of vfhich elutes with the void volume^ 
1*7^1,3^ Other methods, 
fractional precipitation with ammonium sulphate 
failed to achieve any separation of components or 
removal of oontaminanta, hut the method has remained 
useful for concentration of the enzyme and 2-3-fold 
purification, especially after DEAE-oelluloae chrom­
atography# Storage of the enayme as a suspension in 
0*8 saturation ammonium sulphate has proved more 
satisfactory than storing in solution#
1#7®2* DBA polymerases of her^r s-infeoted cells# 
Purification attempts with DBA polymerase have heen 
less successful than those with DBase# It has not yet 
been possible to separate the herpes-induced polymerase 
from either the host cell enzyme or the virus-induced 
DBase*
1,7 *2»1, ‘DBAE-oellulose,
Both the herpes-induced and host cell polymerases 
elute at the same position as the herpes-induced DBase,
1 1 8
BeoauBeclîhe leading edge of the polymerase peak
shov/ed greater activity in 0,2I;T KOI than did the
trailing one, there may be a possibility of separating
the host and virus-induced enzymes with different
eluting conditions#
1 ®7 2 »2# Gel filtration#
Both, polymerases eluted v/ith, or just behind, the
void volujftie on Sephadex G--200? P.retreatment with T)E.AE‘
oellulose did not alter the elution volume, so that the
enzyme proteins probably have moleoulvar weights in the
region 200,000-500,000 (Androwes, 1965)1 uecoveries
froBi Sephadex oolumns have not generally been good,
probably bocause of the long running time involved 
(30-50 hours) with the columns used (80-100 x 1 cm#)#
1o 7 * 2,3 0 Other method s #
As for Section 1*7#1«3#
1#8# *.DN.A Metabolism-in Herpes-infected Galls «
In order to investigate the role of the se two
herpe B-indu.ood enzymes in the infective ixrooess, the
metabolism of host cell and viral DBAs after infection
with herpes virus has been studied by labelling the
DiTAs with radioactive thymidine and sepa3?ating them
by equilibrium density gradient centrifugation in an
anp:lo-head rotor (Klarmii et al#, 1966)» Kiguro III#26®
of
'.shows tlB degree/separation of viral and cellular DBA 
achieved by this technique#
Fip;ure III*26^
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21. cells were pro-labelled with and
maintained in a lev/ serum (O#5'-0 medium which reduces
cell metabolism and division to ailow level (Burk, 1966)*
When these cells were infected with herpes virus and
pulsed with 3Ht-TdR for 3 hour periods, the following
results were obtained (Table III*27# and Figure III.28#)
“1
(i) the incorporation of H-TdK into viral D M  is most 
active 6*BL2 h. post-infeotion; since only l-*5/ of the 
added ^H-TdB was actually incorporated, these figures 
probably reflect the rates of M A  synthesis fairly 
.accurately I
(11) the. incorporation of H^-Tdli into cellular DNA is
inhibited after infection; this is in agreement vclth
the results o.f Sauer et al.@ (1966) and Boizman and Roane
(1964) with herpes- and of îCaplan and Ben-Porat (1963)
w i th pBend orabi es-inf acted cells|
14
(ill) the amount of '0-label in the cellular DNA peak
s not-fall in inxeoted cells, indicating that the host
DMA is not degraded extensively after infection; the
fact that no broadening of the cellular D M  peak is
observed, suggeste that little endonuoleoly11o breakdown
occurs, even at 24hr® post infection;
, 14
(iv) only a small proportion (< 5>) of the 0-label appears
in the viral DNA peak, and it did not show the sharpness of
3 14
the H peak; the quantitative significance of the ' 0-label
Table 111.27*.
i 2
Distribution of Eadioaotivity between Viral and 
Cellular DHAa, Following Infection with Herpes 
Virus and 3H-tbymidin© labelling of BHK 21 Celle, 
Previously labelled with 14.Q...thymidine
Duration of 
exposure to 
3H*”Tan,
(Hr# post- 
infection)
0
6
9 12 
22 - 25
Radioactivity in DNA Speoiea# 
Viral DNA Cellu-lar DNA
.. d#p«m#
•(xitPST""
1.3
9,1
7,7
1,5
!’0 d.p.m, a.p.m. d.p.m. 
(xlO"4) (xlO^) (%10-4)
0.12
0,14
0.18
4.2
5.1
2.7
1,9
0.9
7.8
7.6
6*4'^
8#1
7*3
non-infected
cells
14.
5#9 8.1
Bffi! 21 cells, labelled with 0-thymidine during growth, 
placed in plastic Petri dishes (5x10^ cells/dish) and 
subsequently maintained in low serum medium for 4 days 
at 37^? were infected at time zero with herpes virus 
(MOI - 15p#f «U*/cell) # iH-thyraidine (0 *5/ioxirie/dish) 
was added at the times indicated and incubation stopped 
after 3hi% by removing the medium and washing with bold 
isotonic saline# Xmg*/ml# pronase in lÿ S'DS was added 
and the dishes inoubEited overnight at 37^ before the 
contents (2 dishea per noint) were subjected to buoyant 
density centrifugation {see Chapter II, Section 2,2.8#)#
. t . A part of the cellular BN A in this experlWAt was 
lost at the top of the gradient.
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[ ^ h ] d n a  syn thes is  in herpes ™ in fected cell  s previously 
labelled v\/ith ]  thym id ine
1 4 Host DNA
Viral DNA1 2
Q.
8
6
4
2
jC
22 25
Time a f t e r  in fec t ion  (h r )
2in the viral peak la uncertain sinoa the apeoifio
activities of the DNA peaks could not he determined
accuratelyp  owing to the high DV-ahsorhing haokgrouiid
caused hy the pronaee digestion products* The lack
1 Æ
of sharpness in the " '0-lahei. in the viral DNA fraction 
suggests that this may not represent true incorporation 
into herpes DNA hut merely "background radioactivity® 
further experiments are being carried out to 
determine the quantitative end dynamic relationships 
between host and viral DEAs in infected cells^ with 
duo attention to possible effects of changes in the 
pool size of -Mil and its phosphorylated derivatives 
(Newton et al * = 1962)*
2 , "  NEAREST HEIGIiBOüS PïïT3QimHGY AHALYSIS OF THE DÏÏAs 
Ok mAlmAJuiMi vinJdnîj.
2»1* À 0 on s id e r at i 0 n of the technique and the 
Kosulte which it fzelasl
This techniqueÿ described in Chapter Section
2 * 1 * ^ *  and Chapter II^ Section 2*3*g measures the
frequency of ooourrenoe of each of the sixteen possible
dinuoleotides in the DNA being analysed (Joase at al,*
19611 Swartz et al * @ 1962)* Ibe actual measurements
made are of the radioadtivlty in the four 3  ^-mono*-
nucleotides obtained after hydrolysis of the enzymioally
synthesised product® kroBi these figures^ the
iradioactivity occurring in each of the four mono-
nucleotides may be expressed as a fraction of the total;
when these fractions have been obtained for all sixteen
diimoleotideB| the base oompositioa of the synthesised
material may be computed. The product of the
dlmioleotlde fraction and the base fraction of the
32
nucleotide which was originally labelled v;ith P 
corresponds to the fréquency of ocourrenoo of the 
dinucleotido.
The f inal results may be checked in two ways
(i) the base composition of the synthesised material  ^
obtained from the analysis^ can be compared with that
of the primer DNA@ which has been measured by some other 
methodI e^g. chemical analysis of, buoyant density 
measurements (Sohildkraut et al#g 196S)|
(ii) an anti-parallel^ base-paired DNA duplex (Watson 
and Oriokg 1953) will contain equal amounts of 
complementary dinuoleotides (e.g# TpG and OpA) and 
comparison of the frequencies of these (identified by 
Roman numerals in Table III.29#) will give an indioation 
of the fidelity of the analysis#
2.2. The Results Obtained with Mammalian DNA Viruses. 
Table III.SQo shows a typical set of results, in 
this case, a duplicate analysis of the DNA of pseudorabies 
virus# The base composition obtained (72.4?' GO content)
Table III.
1 5 r;
Nearest Neighbour Frequency Analysis of the DNA 
of FseudoraTsies Virus.
c$4fVs2i»fcî£ni.-es?3iSîii
IVSTti>#^eyi»i4vC«l*i:ii6PsAviito^i=xsi»iCB7nwmBS>i4tiAto$isEerHeti!tj1iô«s?«^T&a<^siWi53i«x*k-.:^.?**t*Afcsxri£rô
Réaction Labelled
aum'ber triphosphate
Tp Ap
#mkCAHK?9éK33e^*r»%Ëi!^^
Op
<5îhr6Ats:Siî$*rj9SA325«^^
• Gp
1 aAïp TpA ApA 1 OpA II GpA III
0.013 0.017 0,044 0.055
2 ÛTÏP
*ig£MNs5BT*A'i^%T3*uftiniiKÇrT;i»nQ^^
'  ’TpT 1 1 ApT , OpT IV. -.Gp& V
0.023 0,018 0.054 0.052
3 aoTP îpG II
i*:asîarisïris3!::irSî#a#çr.T»T!W^
ApG IV| ÛpG- GpG VI
0.055 ^ 0.049 0.146 0.117
4 ’ ■ " ' aOTP glpQlII ApO V OpO Vl' GpG
0.064 0,046 0.115 0.132
Smas s
riÿlïy^Ei5^ti"4|ES7^4S=jC2^«3f?™!H»
0.155 0.130 0,359 0.356
' X«A %«[
'S9É:£îlî;0rt^ S5.‘=A!teW
0 X“G ■ X-Ç.
fS.F«3a.»W »iÇ<!fl.i^»C«S!îrjia««rfi»éS..BÎÎ« isia™ te4TKil»tiÇ î!SSS3Üa!CTS«»iiÉBr^>-î*fc^
o./ni» fr, o./m. fr» o./m* fr. o./m. fr.
m^CtlOAr
l’pX 4496 0.102 653 0.155 10324 0.151 9686 0*178 t= 0.141
6355 #' 709 10685 9386
ApX 540 5 0*134 537 O.lgS 8752 0.132 7113 0*128 %= 0*'»"
—  - :) 567 9681
13712 0,342 1608 0*366 256,88 0,397 18531 0*323 c-o.^'ï
22300 1613 29612 16030
GpX 17355 0.422 1533 0*355 21092 0,320 20688 0*371 4 = 
27346 1590 23511 18976P
o./m# - counts par min# in isolated mononuoleotide# 
fr# - fraction of total counts in each mononùoleotide.
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compares well with a figure of from buoyant
density measurement ^ and the complement a :cy dinucleo­
tides are î
Tpiy.ApA“0.023/0.017 5 ïpG/CpA“0,055/0.044? TpO/GpA-0,064/ 
0.055; ApO/OpT-O.049/0.054; ApO/GpT-0.046/0.051; GpO/GpG' 
0,115/0 .117, The ratios G/0 and a/T are 1.03 and 0,88
r 0 sp Go t iv oly ♦
Table III.30® shows the results obtained from the 
analyses of nine viral and One cellular DNAs? unlike 
Table 1X1*29®? the' frequencies are expressed as parts 
X)er thousand. When compared with the results of 
Josse et ale g (1961) and Swartz et al# ? (1962) the 
complementary dinucleotides are somewhat less well 
matched* In addition^ the base oompositions calculated 
froBi the analyses are lower than those obtained from 
buoyant density determinations by 0-31. No reason has 
been found for this discrepancy, but Swartz et al.,
(1962) state that Isoh. ooli endonuclease I can alter 
the nearest neighbour pattern, (in order to ellBxinate 
this possibility? Esoh# ooli sENA, a potent inhibitor 
of endonuclease I, has been used in subsequent analyses)* 
Nevertheless? the analyses are felt to bo sufficiently 
precise to allow adequate comparison of the patterns of 
viral and cellular ‘DNAs.
2»3* Treatment of the Results.
In order to compare the nearest neighbour patterns
Table III.30.
1 2 ?
Nearest Neighbour Frequency Analysis of the 
DNAs of Nine Animal Viruses.
D N A : Human spleen Herpes Pseudorabies Polyoma Shope
ApT  
TpA  
ApA TpT
81 
67 
97 97
34 
34 
35 36
18 
13 
17 23
67 
60 
74 85
70 
55 
73 89
GpT ApC 49 54 59 58 52 46 61 47 63 50
TpG CpA 74' 74 62 65 55 44 78 71 86 75
GpA TpC 61 57 55 49 65 64 60 62 58 63
ApG CpT 70 71 60 46 49 64 77 72 67 73
GpG CpC 50 47 110 100 117 116 65 52 65 46
GpC 43 108 132 52 55
CpG 10 109 146 18 24
(G +  C)% from 
freq. analysis 
(G 4- C)% from
40.5% 66% 72.4% 45% 45%
buoyant density 
determ.
"— 68% 74% 48% 47%
BHK21/C13 sv40
Human Adenovirus Equine rhino- 
papilloma type 2 pneumonitis Vaccinia
82. 74 79 48 48 124
73 68 72 44 50 111
98 108 105 116 91 96 64 68 58 57 106 112
60 52 58 48 57 54 59 56 63 58 53 49
79 68 77 72 73 69 71 66 67 58 57 52
62 57 54 50 57 55 55 55 60 57 65 61
69 68 73 62 65 64 62 64 62 62 55 53
44 40 49 44 50 45 72 72 79 73 28 26
35 44 48 82 77 22
8 6 24 62 72 28
38'2 39 0 41*4 532 54 4 32'5
42 41 41 57 55 35
Experimentally obtained values for the dinucleotide 
frequencies of the DNAs of nine animal viruses. Each 
DNA was analysed at least twice; the average values 
are given; the dinucleotide frequencies are expressed 
as parts per thousand* The analyses of BHK 21 cell 
and human spleen DNAs (the latter from the results of 
Swartz et al., (19b2) ; are included for comparison.
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of M A S  of widely differing base compositions, the 
observed frequeneiea may be ’^ nomalised’* to the values 
whieh they would have if the M à  base composition were 
50^ 5 DC content. This is achieved by dividing the 
observed value Zy by the expected frequency asaiming 
x^andomness (i#e* x*y where x and y are the base ratios 
of the components of the dinuoleotide) and multiplying 
the quotient by 0#06215 (the expected frequency of every 
dinuoleotide in a DNA of 50>C GO content? assuming 
randomness)* Thus? the normalised frequency of a 
dinucleotide KpT is 0#0625s/x#y# The results obtained? 
normalised in this way? can be found in Table 2 of 
Subak-Sharpe et al*?(1966a) and Table 2 of Morrison 
et al,? (1967); Figure III.31, expressed the same 
results digraraatioally as the deviation from random 
expectation of each dinucleotide#
The outstanding feature of the nearest neighbour 
pattern of mammalian? indeed all vertebrate? DNAs is 
the rarity of ooourrenoe of the dinucleotide OpG® From 
Figure III#31,? it can be seen that the DNAs of mammalian 
viruses fall into two groups ; (i) the papovaviruseB.
(SY40s polyoraa and the Shope and papillomas) which
closely resemble the pattern of the host oell? particu­
larly in the scarcity of OpG; and (ii) comprising three 
herpes-viruses? an adenovirus and a poxvirus? v/hloh
s'
Résulta o f ffiablo Î I Î *30*»’ iïo fB ia lis e â . to  60> Oomteat 
o f so;:':' àna Rxïajesseâ B iagm ifia tica llsr, as B e v la tio ir . .■
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deviate Btuoh leea from rcmdom e^cpeotatioa#
To facilitate oomparison letvmea the freqaemcy 
of occurrence of dihuoleotidee in the WÏA of the hoet 
cell and that of the invading virus, a shortage 
histogram" has heen oonetruoted to show which , 
dinuoleotides op cur less frequently in the host D M  
than they do in the viral DHA and to indicate the 
magnitude of the defiolency.
The percent shortage of each dinucleotide is 
expressed as follows s*-
dinuoleotides per 1000 in host DNA 
( 100 - ) X lOOf'
dinuoleotides per 1000 in viral D M
Pigur© 111*32» shows the shortage histograma for the 
viruses which have been analysed* The results des­
cribed in this Section will he discussed and their 
significance evaluated in Chapter IV^ Section S*
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1. ENZYME IKDIJOTIOH BY HERTES VIRUS.
In this section^: possible mechanisms for the 
induction of increased levels of Mase and DÏÏÂ polymerase 
will he deBorihecly the salient features of the induction 
of these enzymes will he summarised and the hypothetical 
mechanisms and experimental observations correlated as 
far as possible#
1#1# Possible Mechanisms Oausing Increase of
^ea Virus
I # of existing ensyme molecule a,
a, "External factors" «
The ae are factors which do not directly affect 
the structure of existing en2iyiiie molecule a but which 
interact with the enzyme so as to alter its activity#
The factors could bei-
(i) removal of an enzyme inhibitor^ or
(ii) appearance of an enzyme activator^
both of these v o^uld lead to an apx)arent increase in 
enzyme activity following virus infection#
b. Alteration of enzyiae structure#
Existing enzyme molecules could have their activity 
and properties changed or existing, inactive proteins 
could aoquire enzymic activity byi-«
(i) alteration of the tertiary or.quaternary
1 G "
structure of a protein, or
(ii) addition of aviruB-apecifled oligopeptide 
to an existing protein molecule#
II# Synthesis of new enzyme molecules#
This oould ocour in at least three ways 
a# synthesis of existing^type molecules* 
h, synthesis of a different, host cell enzyme# not 
nomally made (e#g# by derepression of a 
boa t; gene).
G# synthesis of a different enzyme* specified by 
a viral gone *
1#2* Features of Enzyme Induction by Herpes Virus#
(1) Levels of DNase and DHA polymerase rise after infection 
of animal cells with herpes virus at a time when they can 
participate in the processes of virus multiplication*
(ii) Syxithesis of mHNA and protein is necessary for 
enzyme induction#
(ill) Addition of extracts of control cells to extracts 
of infected cells does not cause inhibition of the induced 
enzymes#
(iv) Mixing of control and infected ocll extracts may 
give a super-additive response of enzyme activity#
(v) Both induced enzymes differ from the correaponding 
activities in control cells in several enzymic properties#
î G
(vi) The iïiducecl OTase is physically separable from 
the DNase of control cells*
(vii) Antiserum prepared against extracts of herpes- 
infected RK cells neutralises the enzymes induced by 
hertBs virus in BHK 21 and HEp-2 cells, but not the host
cell enzymes or the corresponding enzymes induced by
pseudorabies virus ; the serum inhibitor is not present 
in pre-imraune serum and behaves like ÿ-globulin on 
DEAE-cellulose#
1,3# Correlation cf Observed features and Possible
JYiecnanrsmB oï Enzyme induction oy HeriB s virus,
\ y  V/*JU j *  U *A * V A i  VÎ.U \ y  V  W  \ >  JL V K>\A i  Ü  C i  U  L tJ #  G  C A l lV A  V /  O  C f ^  U ^ V J
Pcmeonanisms oï Enzyme induction oy HeriB s virus#bhe- 
importance since, if an enzym v/as induced at a time 
when it could no longer function in virus multiplication, 
its appearance would probably be due to some indirect 
effect, such as viral cytotoxicity, rather than virus- 
directed enzyme induction#
A requirement for protein synthesis would apparently 
rule out all the possibilities of group I, except I,b,ii,, 
but synthesis of new proteins might well be necessary for 
the other mechanisms, e,g, synthesis of an enzyme activator 
Feature (iii) means that there can be no excess of , 
an inhibitor(s) of the induced enzymes present in non- 
inf ected cells I this makes possibility I,a.i, unlikely# 
Feature (iv) appears to favour poesibility I,a*ii,,
1 G G,
but the super-summation oan be explained in terms of 
the known properties of the enzymes of oontrol and 
infected cells. In the case of the DNases, adding 
oontrol extracts to those of infected cells will 
Increase the amount of endonuclease; this will convert 
more of the high-moleoular weight DNA substrate into 
oligonuoleotidea whioh are better substrates for the 
herpes-induced exonuclease. With the OTA polymerases, 
the ability of the herpes-induoGd exonucleaee to increase, 
the priming effioiençy cf BNA oould make.the host cell 
enzyme more active than it is in extracts of non-infected 
cells. Since, additionally, it is difficult to explain 
the different properties of the induced enzymes in terme 
of an activator of existing enzymes, possibility I,a#11, 
also seems unlikely.
Possibility ï,b,i, can be virtually ruled out in 
the case of the induced DNase because of the separation 
which can be achieved on DBAE-oellulose, but it is still 
possible that a protein which is inactive in npn.'-rinfected 
cells might be suitably altered. The strongest evidence 
against this likelihood is the Immunologioal data (see 
below), but the interpretation oannot be unequivocal, 
since alteration of protein struoture might-alter the 
Immunologioal epeoifioity of a host enzym, ,
The alteration of existing protein molecules by 
addition of a virua-apeoifiod oligopeptide la even more
il r ; 6
dlffioult to eliminate, beoauBe b u gIi an addition 
could explain the immunological evidence* In the 
case of the induced DNase  ^ of coursa, the physical 
separation makes this explanation less likely» In 
any event, the dividing line hetv/een possihilities 
I*h*il, and Ilia, is 'bound to he diffuse*
Of the mechanisms Involving synthesis of new 
enzyme moleculee, II*a* ia clearly eliminated by the ■ 
different properties of the induced enzymes compared 
with those of the host cell* II*b* is made rather 
implausible by the Immunological evidence, since in 
order for this mechanism to operate, herpes virus must 
induce or derepi'ess immunolOgioally identical enzyme s 
in three different cell lines, while another virus of- 
the herpes group, pseudorabies, must induce or derepress 
immunologically different enzymes, but ?dth similar 
enzymic properties, in the same throe cell lines*
Thus, the only possibility which is wholly compatible 
with all the available evidence is II*c* It can be seen, 
however, that much of the argimient against the other 
mechanisms is indirect, and that I*b*i* and, espeoially 
I*b*ii#g oannot be completely eliminated* further 
evidence of the virua-specifled nature cf the induced 
enzymes may be obtained by experiments involving selective 
inactivation of host and viral genomes and with
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conditional lethal mutante of herpea virus, hut 
unequivocal proof can only come from the use of viral 
DNA in conjunction with in vitro BNA and protein 
synthetic systems ; recent synthesis of bacteriophage 
14 lysozyme in vitro from in vivo 14 nvWA (Salser et al#*
1967) suggests that there is cause for optimism about 
the practicability of this approach*
1*4# Spéculation on the Hoies cf the Herpes-induoed
Enzymes. ' ~     " .... . .
1,4,1. Herpes-induced exonuole ase.
Induction of DNases has been observed with many DNA 
viruses (see Chapter I, Section 3*3*), but only in the 
case of bacteriophage 12 has it been possible to correlate 
the appearance of the induced DNase with a known feature 
of the infective process (Lehman, 1967), In this case, 
it seems likely that the exonuolease (Oleson and ICoernar, 
1964) and/or the endonuclease (Bose and Hossal, 1964) 
observed to increase at the same time as the "early" 
enzymes, are responsible for the breakdown of the host 
cell JMÈ (Herehey et al,, 1954) which occur© progressively 
after infection* The discovery (Wiberg, 1966) that 
conditional lethal mutants cf bacteriophage T4 in genes 
46 and 47 are unable to degrade the bacterial genome to 
acid-soluble fragments should enable this hypothesis to 
be tested. In the oase of bacteriophage 15, however, the 
induced DNase (Paul and Lehman, 1966) appears much too
1 G B
late to be responsible for the very rapid breakdown 
of bacterial DNA which ocours with this virus (Orawfcrd,
1959)♦ ViruQ^induoed DNases may also be involved in 
such phenomena as the breakdown of the D M  of superin- 
footing bacteriophage (Frenoh et al#, 1951) ^
In the case of the herpes^lnd-aoed DNase, it ia not 
yet possible to establish the role of the enzyme in the 
infective prooesa, but various possibilities oan be 
examined in the light of existing evidences--
(i) Degradation of host DM#
As described in Chapter III, fieotlon 1,8/, no
extensive breakdown of host cell D M  oooure after infection
with herpes, or for that matter, any animal virus so far
examined. This fact would seem to exclude a purely
degradative role for the induced DNase, but, because of
the vast difference in size between the DNAs of an animal
12 Tcell and herpe a virus (2x10 and 7x10 daltons), 
degradation of only 1# of the hce t D M  would provide 
enough material for the synthesis of about 300 viral DHA 
molecules, From the résulta cf Russell at al,, (1964), 
each infected cell produces about 50 infective virions,
10^ particles and 5x10^ equivalents of viral DHA, This 
last figure would requir e the degradation of I5f^  of the host 
DM, if the latter were thé sole source of vir al D M  
precursors I if , however, less than half the viral DNA
13 9
was derived from this soufoe (as is the case with the 
T-even hacteriophages), it would he difficult to exclude 
the possibility that auoh an amount of breakdown had 
occurred in the experiment described in Ohapter III*
Very little label, however, derived from the host;cell 
BNA, oan be detected in the viral BNA and. although this 
experiment oannot be completely quantitated, the, recent 
results of Wxmlt and Elamerth- (196?) show that no host DHA 
material appears in mature herpes.virus or in viral OTA* 
There remains, however, the effect of herpes virus 
which manifests itself as a margination of the chromatin 
of the infected cell* It is not inconceivable that a 
DNase might play a part in this process, but an endo­
nuclease would seem a more likely candidate for the role#
As was discussed in Chapter III, it has not yet been 
possible to demonstrate or eliminate the possibility that 
herpes virus induces an endonuclease*
(ii) Degradation of viral DM*
At first sight, this seems a highly improbable 
suggestion, but is worth considering because of two facts* 
Firstly, there is a consld arable excess of viral DHA 
produced (see above)* This may be an obligatory feature 
of animal DHA virus multiplication^ as it is also observed 
with vaccinia, pseudorabies and adenoviruses, and may not. 
be as wasteful as it seems# Hoggan et al* *(1961) observed 
inter-cell "bridges".in herpes-infected cells and so it is
' 1 4 Cf.
possible that exoess viral DHA, hydrolysed by a virus- 
induoed DNase, may pass into the next cell with the 
infeoting virus and serve as a sourde of preformed 
nuoleotide for further DNA synthesis @ This may be of 
importance to the virus beeaue e of the low rate of 
metabolism in the cells whioh it normally infeots in 
the whole animal*
- Secondly, the recent observation of Decker et al*# 
(1967) that the DNA Of herpes virus is oiroular may mean 
that much of the excess DMA whioh is produced is non'- 
infective because of lack of oiroularity. It might, 
therefore, be of advantage to the virus to eliminate 
this material which might interfere with the assembly 
of mature, infectious virions* An exonuolease would be 
necessary for such a task,
(ill) "Parasynthetio" roles.
The idea that DNases may have more than a purely 
degradative role has grown in recent years and has been 
reviewed by Lehman (1967), The frequent physical 
association of exonuoleasos with DMA polymerases and 
their appearance at times of DMA synthesis have provided 
suggestive avidenoà for this hypothesis in bacterial and 
bacteriophage systems. Herpes-infected celle also show 
both these features, since the herpos-induoed exonuolease 
Go-ohromatographs with DMA polymerase on DMAE-cellulose 
and is induced slightly later than that enzyme, but about
the time of DMA synthesis »
Other "parasynthetio" roles might he?*- 
(a) the "trimming" of the ends c£ newly-syntlB eieecl 
D M  molGCules, although, clearly, some form. of control 
V7ould he neoaBsary to prevent excessive hydrolysis ;
(h) the. maturation of raplioative forms of ne?dy*- 
synthesised DMA, such as that desorihed hy Frankel (1966) 
for bacteriophage T4|
the precise natuxe of these parasynthetio roles must 
necessarily remain speculative, but, of course, much 
remains to he learned about the meohaniam of DHA synthesie 
itself.
1.4*2* Herpe s-indxxoed DHA polymerase#
The role of this enzyme is self-evident, but the 
necessity for its production during virus infection is 
worthy of some discussion»
In the case of T4 bacteriophage, the occurrence of 
conditional lethal mutants in gene 43 \Yhioh do not induoe 
the synthesis of DHA polymerase or make any viral DHA, 
shows that the ljoh.^ qoli DHA polymerase is not capable 
of replicating 14 DHA in vivo. Since the bacterial DHA 
polymerase is firmly bound to DHA, the reason may be 
purely one of physical separation# but this is unlikely 
to be the case in the mammalian cell# ?/here the DHA 
polymerase molecule, if not actually the whole DHA- 
synthesising complex, seems not to be chroBiosomally bound.
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This suggests that the OTA polymerase of the host 
cell Is incapable of replioatlng the herpes DMA molecule# 
One oWiouB poesibility ia that there ie a site on the 
herpe0 DMA molecule whioh is-' reabgnieed ,hy the vlrue^ 
induoed, but not the hoot cell OTA polymerase# No 
highly speolflo interaction between herpes OTA and the 
Indn'oed polymerase has yet been ohaerved, although# 
olearly, intact viral OTA should be used for definitive 
engQrmological and binding attidlea# Tho precedent for 
suoh a recognition oite ha© been clearly eatabllohed in 
the case of the email RMA baoteriophàgee Q* and HS2 by 
the work of Spiegelman and hie oolleaguea (Ilaruna and 
Splegelman, 1965)#
Another possibility le that the inhibition of host 
oell tW eynthoaia whioh oooura after infection with 
herpes virne may be due, at least in part,, to,an 
inhibitory effect on the DMA polymerase of the host cell# 
The herpes'^^induced polymèraeo oannot be auaoeptible to 
this putative inhibition# The small, but oonelatently 
observod deoreaso in OTA polymerase activity 2h# poet^* 
infection (eee Figure III#2#) may be due to' the 
production of euoh an inhibitor* Newton (1967) has 
recently preoented evidence that a non^ '^ DNA viral component 
(presumably a atruotural protein) is reeponaible for the . 
inhibition of hozt eel]. OTA eynthasls# and,# if this la so.
f n
a differential effect of viral inrotein on the OTA 
polymerases of control and herpes-infected cells should - 
h e d emons trable »
In oonolusion, the results presented here show 
that two enzymes, 'DNase and OTA polymerase# are 
synthesised following infection of mammalian, cells with 
herpes .viruso These enzymes differ in their properties 
from the corresponding activities rireaent in non-infected 
cells and are probably oneoifled by the viral genome®
The evidence does not permit a precise definition of 
i; h e r ol e s of th g ind u c e d enzym e s i n the inf e o t iv g 
process* . ...
2. NEAREST NEIOirOUR "lATTEmS OF T.DmULIAN DMA VIRUSES
2olo Possible Tx\anslation Difficulties Ekperienoed 
by Viruses in the ini ected Cell
2*1*1* Rationale*
It has been genei'ally assumed that virus-specifiod 
protein synthesis in the infected cell is performed 
using the existing translation appai'atus (ribosonios# 
activating enzynxes# transfer RNAs# etc.) of the host 
cello It will be shown that, in the case of herpes 
and certain other animal PONA viruses# this is probably 
not so, at least as far as the population of tRNA 
molecules is concerned®
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As desoribecl in the preoeding Ohapter©# the 
technique of nearest neighbour frequency analysis gives 
Information on one aspect of the priraary structure of 
DHA molecules, namely the ocourrenoe of the sixteen 
possible dinuoleotideSô It thus provides a means of 
oomparing the DMAs of different organisme. The results 
of Chapter III# Section 2* show that# of the nine viral 
DMAs analysed, four (all papovaviruees) have patterns 
whioh closely resemble that of the mammalian host cell# 
especially in the rarity of oocurrenoe of the dimicleoticle 
OpG-g while the dinuoleotide frequencies of the other five 
(three viruses of the herpes group# one adenovirus and 
one poxvirus) deviate much less from random# and# in 
particular# show no scarcity of OpG#
The rationale -whioh will be used to examine possible 
difficulties of translation is as f o l l o w s ' ■
If the assumption is made that the greater part of, 
the IMA of an organism specifies polypeptides (or# if 
this is not so# that the polypeptide-specifying part has 
the same nearest neighbour pattern as the whole DMA)# then 
the frequency of dinuoleotidea in the DMA,will reflect 
their frequency of occurrence in the codons used for 
protein synthesis® By this token# the rarity,of the 
OpB dinuoleotide in the DMA cf mammalian cells' implies 
that codons containing this dinuoleotide must be 
infrequently' used for translation in the se cells* Indeed,
sif one. allows for the -iiitercodon position,
(%XX) (xko):(g%%) (XX%) # OpG may never ooour within a oodon 
in maBimalian cells® An examination of the codon 
assignments reveals that the amino acids affected hy auoh 
a reatriotipn are 4 arginine (OGA$ 'O.GOy CC:.(1 and OGU), 
serine (UOG), proline (OOG)# threonine (AOG) and alanine 
(GOG)/
If a second assui<iption is novf made that^ . in, any 
given.pell# the population, of tRNA speoies is optimally 
adapted to the translation requirements of the. genome 
of that cell# then# olearlyp a foreign genome# such as 
that of an invading virus# will find -thOTexisting tBHA 
'popxxlati on’•optimally adapted to its own needs # only if 
these are closely similar to the needs cf host oell 
translation® In other words# if the virus uses the 
same oodons as the host and with approximately the same 
frequency# the translation requirements of the two will 
ooincicle,®.
2®i»2é Oonsidoration of specifio virus-'oell 
interaorrons
One must now consider which of the viruses studied 
are likely to encounter shortages of tBHA specie s with 
CJpG-'pontaining codons during the translation of virus- 
specific messenger BMA in the infected cell* An 
examination of Figure III* 32# (eee Ohapter III, Section 
2*3*) reveals that the four papovaviruses are unlikely 
to experience any major deficienoy of such tRNA species;
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on the other hand, vaccinia and adenovirus 2 arû more 
especially the three viruses of the herpes group will 
encounter serious shortages of tRNA molecules required 
for the translation of OpG— containing codons®
Thus# a rationale has been developed which leads 
to the oonelusion that the translation mechanisms of 
the mammalian cell are nob wholly adequate for the 
protein synthetic requirements of certain DMA viioises®
If this is the case, presumably the virus must altes? 
the translation apparatus to its own requirements® Is 
there any evidence for such alteration?
The work of Subak-Sharpe et al« ,0-9661) strongly 
suggests that one 03? more species of a3?ginyl-tHNA, different 
from that.found in non-infected cells, are synthesised after 
infection with herpes virus « Sixice f our of the six codons 
for arginine contain the diiiucleotido'-GpGvvand so are 
probably not used in mammalian cells, this evidenoo 
supports the hypothesis that herpes vii'us induces the 
synthesis of one or more tRNA speoies necessary for its 
ovrn transi a ti on re quii' emen t s 0
From the foregoing paragraphs, it can be seen that the 
technique of nearest neighbour frequency analysis yields 
results whioh are relevant both to the Infoxmation content 
of viral DMA molecules and to the mechanisms of viral 
reixLication® .
SUMMARY
smMARY
The Information content of the DMA of herpes virus, 
and its expression in the infected cell, have been studied 
by two main approaches.
The first approach has been the study of two enzymes, 
alkaline deoxyribonuclease (Dlaae) and DNA polymerase, 
whioh are found in markedly increased levels in herpes- 
infected cells# It has been shown that the induction 
of these enzymes after infection requires synthesis of 
mHHA and protein, and that the induced enzymes differ 
from those found in the non-infacted cell in several of 
their enzymic properties#
Partial purification of the induced enzymes has been 
undertaken and, in the case of the herpes-induced DNase, 
Separation from the corresponding host cell enzyme activity 
has been achieved* The induced DNase ia a DNA-speoifio 
exonuolease attacking both native and denatured DHA, and 
releasing 5^-monophosphates# probably from, the 3*-hydroxyl 
te^rminue* It has been shown that pseudorabies virus 
induces a similar enzyme # The alkaline DNase of the host 
cell is an endonuclease, preferentially attacking denatured 
DMA.
Immunological methods have been used to determine the 
apeoificities of the induced enzymes# Serum from rabbits
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immunised against high-speed supernatant fractiona 
of herpG8-infeoted rabbit kidney cells inhibits the 
DNase and OTA polymerase induced by herpes virus in 
BHK 21 and HEp-2 cells# but not the oorreeponding 
enzymes of non-infeoted or pseudorabies-infacted oells*
The Bigiiifioanoe of these results and of experiments 
on the synthesis of oellular and viral OTA is discussed 
in terms of two problamss-
(i) Does the information for the amino acid sequence
of the induced enzymes reside in the nucleotide sequence 
of the genome of the host cell or of the invading virus?
(ii) What roles do the induced enzymes play in the 
infective process?
The results obtained suggest that the, enzymes are 
virus-specifled® The possible roles of the induced 
enzymes are discussed in the light of this and other 
evidence.
The second approach has been to examine possible - 
difficulties in.translation encountered by the virus 
when using the protein-synthetic mechanisms of the 
host cell#
One. of the few methods of obtaining information 
on the primary structure of OTA molecules is the 
technique of nearest neighbour frequency analysis # 
Analyses of nine animal OTA viruses have been perforœd
and the patterns obtained compared with that of the 
mammalian host® The most outstanding feature of 
the nearest neighbour pattern of the DMA of mammalian 
cells is the marked rarity of the dinuoleotide OpG*
The viruses examined were broadly divisible into two 
groups# one, comprising members of the papovavirus 
group# which closely resembled the host cell pattern# 
especlîüly in the rarity of OpG# and the other - 
comprising three viruses of the herpes group and one 
member each of the adenovirus and poxvirus groups - 
had patterns which deviated much less from random 
expectation#
If the assumption is made that the greater part 
of OTA specifies polypeptides, then the nearest 
neighbour pattern of the OTA will reflect the frequency 
of ocourrenoe of the various dinucleotides in the 
codons being used for protein synthesis. Thus, in 
the mammalian cell# OpG-oontaining codons must be 
infrequently used# if at all# while# during virus*- 
spécifie protein synthesis in cells infected with# for 
example, herpes virus# auoh codons will frequently 
require translation. If one now makes a second 
assuxaption# namely that# in a given cell# the.transfer 
RHA population is optimally adapted to the translation 
of the genome of that cell, then entry into that cell 
of a virus such as h©3?pes whose OTA contains certain
g so
codons rarely, if ever# found in the non-infeoted 
cell will present the virus with a situation in which 
the existing tRNA population is not optimally adapted 
to the translation requ1rernents of the viral genome® 
Granted the above rationale# the synthesis of 
virus-speoifled tRMAs in the infected cell is a 
reasonable proposition* Evidence for the ooourrenoe cf 
a new arginyl-tEHA in herpes-infected cells has been 
obtained by other workers^ four of the six codons 
for the arginine are the OpG-containing triplets 00A#
GO# 00G and 0GU®
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